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ABSTRACT
The Milky Way (MW) and M31 both harbor massive satellite galaxies, the Large Mag-
ellanic Cloud (LMC) and M33, which may comprise up to 10 per cent of their host’s
total mass. Massive satellites can change the orbital barycentre of the host-satellite
system by tens of kiloparsecs and are cosmologically expected to harbor dwarf satellite
galaxies of their own. Assessing the impact of these effects depends crucially on the
orbital histories of the LMC and M33. Here, we revisit the dynamics of the MW-LMC
system and present the first detailed analysis of the M31-M33 system utilizing high
precision proper motions and statistics from the dark matter-only Illustris cosmolog-
ical simulation. With the latest Hubble Space Telescope proper motion measurements
of M31, we reliably constrain M33’s interaction history with its host. In particular,
like the LMC, M33 is either on its first passage (tinf < 2 Gyr ago) or if M31 is massive
(≥ 2 × 1012 M), it is on a long period orbit of about 6 Gyr. Cosmological analogs
of the LMC and M33 identified in Illustris support this picture and provide further
insight about their host masses. We conclude that, cosmologically, massive satellites
like the LMC and M33 are likely completing their first orbits about their hosts. We
also find that the orbital energies of such analogs prefer a MW halo mass ∼1.5× 1012
M and an M31 halo mass ≥ 1.5 × 1012 M. Despite conventional wisdom, we con-
clude it is highly improbable that M33 made a close (< 100 kpc) approach to M31
recently (tperi < 3 Gyr ago). Such orbits are rare (< 1 per cent) within the 4σ error
space allowed by observations. This conclusion cannot be explained by perturbative
effects through four body encounters between the MW, M31, M33, and the LMC. This
surprising result implies that we must search for a new explanation for M33’s strongly
warped gas and stellar discs.
Key words: Galaxy: fundamental parameters – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: kine-
matics and dynamics – Local Group
1 INTRODUCTION
Both the Milky Way (MW) and M31 host systems of satel-
lite dwarf galaxies that are relics of their assembly history.
These satellite galaxies are typically assumed to exert min-
imal gravitational forces on their hosts or on each other.
As such, satellites are often considered point mass tracers of
their host potentials. However, this assumption breaks down
if the total mass of the satellite is a significant fraction of
the host mass.
The MW and M31 both host such massive satellites,
? E-mail: ektapatel@email.arizona.edu
the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and M33, respectively.
With stellar masses of 3-5 ×109 M, both galaxies are cos-
mologically expected to have dark matter masses of order
1011 M, roughly 10 per cent of the total mass of the MW
or M31 (Moster et al. 2013).
While we generally think of satellites as being heavily af-
fected by their hosts (via tides, ram pressure, etc.), massive
satellites can in turn affect the dynamics and structure of
their hosts as well. They can induce warps in the host galac-
tic disc (e.g. Weinberg 1998; Weinberg & Blitz 2006), shift
the orbital barycentre of the host-satellite system by tens
of kiloparsecs (e.g. Go´mez et al. 2015, hereafter G15), and
c© 2016 The Authors
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are cosmologically expected to host dwarf satellite galaxies
of their own (Sales et al. 2013; Deason et al. 2015).
The past orbital trajectory of these galaxies is critical to
understanding the origin of and magnitude to which these ef-
fects play a role in the dynamical history of the Local Group.
More specifically, the accretion time, number of pericentric
approaches, and the host-satellite separation at those peri-
centric passages are key determinants for these phenomena.
The survivability of satellites in the environment of their
host haloes is also directly connected to the time-scale over
which satellites approach and potentially interact with their
hosts.
Knowledge of warps in the gas discs of the MW and M31
date back to the mid-20th century (e.g. Oort et al. 1958;
Roberts & Whitehurst 1975; Newton & Emerson 1977).
Both warps reach heights up to several kiloparsecs above the
disc plane. Several authors have argued that the LMC could
be responsible for inducing the warp in the MW’s disc (e.g.
Weinberg 1998; Weinberg & Blitz 2006; Tsuchiya 2002) or
whether the influence of other satellites, such as the Sagit-
tarius dSph, also play a role in this phenomena (Laporte
et al. 2016; Go´mez et al. 2013). Similarly, M31 satellites
are suspects in the formation of the warp in M31’s gas disc
and other prominent substructures, such as its star form-
ing ring (Block et al. 2006; Fardal et al. 2009). M33 being
the most massive of those satellites may contribute to the
current structure of M31’s warped disc if it once reached
a similar pericentric distance as the LMC (∼50 kpc). On a
lower mass scale, satellites of massive satellite galaxies could
have similar impacts on their dwarf hosts if their orbits allow
for close passages (e.g. the LMC’s disc may be warped owing
to interactions with the Small Magellanic Cloud; Besla et al.
2012, 2016).
In 2015, a slew of ultra-faint dwarf galaxy candidates
were discovered in the Southern hemisphere, many of which
are located in close proximity to the LMC (Bechtol et al.
2015; Koposov et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner
et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2015; Kim & Jerjen 2015). Several
studies have suggested that the new ultra-faint dwarfs are
dynamical companions of the LMC (e.g. Deason et al. 2015;
Jethwa et al. 2016; Martin et al. 2015). This association de-
pends directly on the orbital history of the LMC and its pur-
ported system of satellites about the MW (Sales et al. 2011).
For example, in a first infall scenario for the LMC, there has
not been enough time for the MW’s tides to disrupt the in-
falling system and consequently remove traces of common
orbital trajectories and similar kinematics. Whether M33
may harbor faint satellite companions today will similarly
depend sensitively on its orbital history about M31.
As massive satellites approach distances within tens of
kpc from their hosts, the high mass ratio of the system be-
comes exacerbated. For example, at a separation of 50 kpc,
the total mass of the LMC may be up to 25 per cent of
the MW mass enclosed within a similar radius. G15 illus-
trate that the MW experiences a strong gravitational influ-
ence due to the massive LMC residing nearby. As a result,
the orbital barycentre of the MW-LMC sloshes back and
forth over Gyr time-scales–this effect can also modify the
orbital planes of other MW satellites like the Sagittarius
dSph (G15). The M31-M33 system is similarly susceptible
to this gravitational effect, as Dierickx et al. (2014) have
shown for the past M31-M32 orbital history. Thus a con-
straint on the closest passage of M33 about M31 is crucial
to understanding the current and future dynamics of M31
and its satellites.
Furthermore, the host-satellite separation determines
the morphological impact that processes such as tidal strip-
ping will have on the satellite. The time-scales over which
satellite galaxies deplete their gas reservoirs and cease form-
ing stars (quenching) is also sensitive to the orbital histories
of the satellites about their hosts (e.g. Wetzel et al. 2014,
2015). It is curious that the MW and M31 both host a mas-
sive, gas-rich satellite at distances where other satellites are
gas poor. These abundant gas reservoirs suggest that the
LMC and M33 have only recently been accreted by their
hosts. A recent accretion scenario is consistent with proper
motion measurements of the LMC (Kallivayalil et al. 2013;
Besla et al. 2007) and cosmological expectations (Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2011; Busha et al. 2011; Gonza´lez et al. 2013).
However, to date the orbital history of M33 about M31 has
not been similarly examined.
A scenario under which M33 makes a close passage to
M31 is presented by McConnachie et al. (2009) and Putman
et al. (2009). The gas and stellar discs of M33 are substan-
tially warped. These studies require that M33 made a close
(50-100 kpc) encounter with M31 in the past 3 Gyr. We
will use these models as a foundation to our assessment of
M33’s orbital history in analytic models and cosmological
simulations.
To date, a rigorous, simultaneous study of the orbital
history of M33, both numerically and cosmologically, has
not been conducted. The major missing component for
such an analysis has been a precise measurement of M31’s
proper motion. Recent Hubble Space Telescope (HST) obser-
vations have constrained the tangential velocity of M31 to
vtan = 17±17 km s−1 (Sohn et al. 2012; van der Marel et al.
2012a). Others have inferred the tangential velocity compo-
nent of M31 by using the kinematics of M31 satellites (van
der Marel & Guhathakurta 2008; Salomon et al. 2016), and
the latter reports a value as high as vtan∼150 km s−1. The
discrepancy between these values has severe implications for
the history and current state of the Local Group. Depending
on its orbital history, M33 may help minimize this discrep-
ancy or it may simultaneously impact the motions of other
M31 satellites, further complicating such analyses.
M33’s proper motion was measured recently by Brun-
thaler et al. (2005) using the Very Long Baseline Array
(VLBA). Together, the proper motion measurements of M33
and M31 allow us to constrain the relative motion of the two
galaxies, enabling us to quantify the plausibility of a recent,
close M31-M33 encounter for the first time.
In this study we develop a self-consistent picture linking
the observed morphological structure of M33 and the LMC
with their numerically derived orbital histories and statis-
tics from the Illustris cosmological simulation (Nelson et al.
2015; Vogelsberger et al. 2014a,b; Genel et al. 2014). We
will constrain the orbit of M33 using the latest astrometric
data and place it in a cosmological context for the first time.
We also compare the similarities and differences in the or-
bital properties of the two most massive satellite galaxies in
the Local Group. Using orbits extracted for massive satellite
analogs in the dark matter-only Illustris simulation, we will
not only place their present-day kinematics in a cosmologi-
cal context, but also their full orbital histories. Finally, we
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assess the impact of massive satellites on the structure of
their hosts, on other satellites, and discuss implications of
this picture regarding their own morphological evolution.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 highlights
the observed properties of the LMC and M33 including their
morphology, proper motions, and mass estimates. In Sec-
tions 3 and 4, we develop and analyse orbital histories for
each host-satellite system based on astrometric data. Sec-
tion 5 describes the Illustris simulation and our sample selec-
tion methods for host-satellite analogs. Section 6 compares
the average dynamical properties of the LMC and M33 to
the cosmological sample of massive satellite analogs. Sec-
tion 7 assesses the viability of a close M31-M33 encounter in
both a cosmological context and in light of the astrometric
data. Finally, Section 8 contains our final remarks on the
link between proper motions, analytic orbital models, and
cosmological analogs for massive satellite galaxies and their
hosts.
This is the first in a pair of affiliated papers. In Paper II
(Patel et al. 2016b), the orbits of massive satellite analogs in
cosmological simulations are used to constrain the halo mass
of the MW and M31. While this has been previously done
for the MW-LMC by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2011); Busha
et al. (2011); Gonza´lez et al. (2013), we will constrain the
mass of M31 for the first time in this fashion.
2 OBSERVED PROPERTIES OF THE LMC
AND M33
2.1 HI Structure
The LMC and M33 are gas-rich satellites. They are both out-
liers with respect to the distance-morphology relation exhib-
ited by Local Group satellites. Most satellite galaxies nearest
their host galaxies typically contain the least amount of gas
and little to no star formation while the farthest satellites
tend to host larger gas reservoirs and have increased star
formation activity (van den Bergh 2006). Similar results are
found for dwarf galaxies in the Local Volume (ANGST sur-
vey, Weisz et al. 2011).
At only 49.6 and 202.6 kpc, respectively, from their host
galaxies, the LMC and M33 are amongst the satellite galax-
ies with the highest gas fractions given their separations.
The high HI masses of these satellites suggest they may
have followed similar orbital histories about their respective
hosts. Both galaxies exhibit highly disturbed HI morpholo-
gies, which have been traditionally used to constrain their
orbital interaction history in the absence of well-constrained
3D velocities.
Here, we discuss the detailed morphological structures
of the LMC and M33, mainly focusing on the distribution
of HI gas. We also provide an overview of the traditional
orbital histories suggested due to these specific structural
features.
2.1.1 LMC
The HI mass of the LMC is ∼ 5 × 108 M (Bru¨ns & Kerp
2004; Bru¨ns et al. 2005; Staveley-Smith 2002). In addition
to hosting a large gas reservoir (Staveley-Smith et al. 2003),
the LMC and its companion, the Small Magellanic Cloud
(SMC), are trailed by a larger gaseous system known as
the Magellanic Stream (MS). The MS is a band of HI gas
composed of filaments and clumps stretching more than 100◦
across the sky (Mathewson et al. 1977; Putman et al. 1998,
2003; Bru¨ns et al. 2005; Nidever et al. 2008, 2010). Prior
to the first set of proper motions for the Magellanic Clouds
(MCs) reported by Kallivayalil et al. (2006a,b), the MS was
the main feature used to constrain the orbits of the MCs
(Murai & Fujimoto 1980; Gardiner & Noguchi 1996; Connors
et al. 2006).
In this paradigm, the MCs and the MS have a shared or-
bital history such that the orbits of the Clouds are directly
related to the formation of the stream (Fich & Tremaine
1991). The most common theories for MS formation mecha-
nisms invoke multiple passages of the MCs about the MW.
Careful orbital analysis with numerical and cosmological
simulations using the MCs’ proper motions has shown they
are actually more likely to be on their first orbital passage
(e.g. Besla et al. 2007; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011, hereafter
B07, BK11). The presence of the SMC lends support to this
picture, as binary LMC-SMC configurations are unlikely to
survive multiple passages about a massive host (Go´mez et al.
2013, BK11). Tidal interactions between such tenuous bina-
ries can instead facilitate the formation of gaseous streams
like the MS, without aid from their hosts, as several authors
have shown (e.g. Diaz & Bekki 2011, 2012; Besla et al. 2012;
Guglielmo et al. 2014).
Galaxies like the MW are surrounded by gaseous haloes
referred to as the circumgalactic medium (CGM) (e.g. Werk
et al. 2014). Recent simulations by Salem et al. (2015) illus-
trate that the gas disc of the LMC is affected by the MW’s
CGM. Its gas disc is truncated to a radius of 6 kpc in the
direction of motion–this truncation depends sensitively on
the density of the CGM and the pericentric approach of the
LMC to the MW. If the LMC recently passed its first peri-
centre, the truncation is naturally explained as the asym-
metry washes out over time (Salem et al. 2015; Besla et al.
2016). Simulations show the CGM effects are also maximized
at pericentre, where the CGM density the LMC faces and
its relative speed are highest. Therefore, the distribution of
gas in massive satellites needs to be taken into account to
develop a self-consistent picture of their orbital histories.
2.1.2 M33
While M33 is not trailed by a gaseous stream, it has a very
extended gas disc with a total HI mass of 1.4 × 109 M.
The disc stretches nearly 22 kpc from its centre of mass and
it shows evidence of a strong warp (Putman et al. 2009,
hereafter P09). The Pan-Andromeda Archaeological Survey
(PAndAS) of M31 and its environment also show that M33
contains a previously unknown warped stellar disc that ex-
tends about 30 kpc in projected distance across the sky from
its centre in both the North and South (McConnachie et al.
2009, hereafter M09). These strongly disturbed features have
been traditionally explained by a recent close approach of
M33 about M31.
M09 reproduces the stellar distortions in M33 using N-
body simulations where M33 reaches perigalacticon (relative
to M31) at 53 kpc nearly 2.6 Gyr ago and an apogalacticon
of 264 kpc just under a Gyr ago. This modeled apocentre
and pericentre pair results in an eccentricity of about 0.67.
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It also implies M33 is currently receding from apocentre and
is heading towards its second pericentric approach, consis-
tent with the relative radial velocity of M33 with respect to
M31. P09’s models find that about 60 per cent of their orbits
with a perigalacticon of . 100 kpc in the last 3 Gyr would
recover a tidal interaction between M31 and M33, where the
tidal radius is ≤ 15 kpc. They claim this interaction could
cause the observed distortions in its gas disc. Taking today’s
position as apogalacticon, this model implies a minimum ec-
centricity of about 0.34. These studies suggest that, if M33
did have a recent, close encounter with M31, its orbital tra-
jectory is unlikely circular. Both the stellar and gas disc
warps require a recent, close encounter and its lack of gas
depletion suggests M33 was not accreted at early times.
Aside from its warped morphology, the distribution of
gas in M33’s HI disc may hold clues to its interaction history
with M31. Unlike the LMC, M33’s immense gas disc does
not show any significant signs of truncation. The marked
lack of such truncation in the disc of M33 suggests either a
much more diffuse CGM about M31 or a pericentre distance
much larger than ∼50 kpc. The CGM of M31 is fairly similar
to other L∗ galaxies (e.g. Lehner et al. 2015). On the other
hand, a larger pericentre distance would be in contention
with the models of M09 and P09. These scenarios can be
disentangled with an accurate picture of M33’s orbital his-
tory, further motivating this work.
2.2 Proper Motions
The proper motion measurements of the MCs (Kallivayalil
et al. 2013) and M33 (Brunthaler et al. 2005, hereafter B05)
provide a foundation to analytic studies of their orbital his-
tories. Recently, space based observatories, such as HST and
the upcoming Gaia satellite, have enabled the measurement
of proper motions to an accuracy of microarcsecond per year,
providing a precise, instantaneous picture of the 3D motions
of Local Group galaxies. With constrained dynamics, we can
now readily identify kinematic analogs to these in cosmolog-
ical simulations, where there exists a statistically significant
population of massive satellites. In the following, we review
the latest proper motion measurements of the most massive
members of our Local Group: the LMC, M33 and M31.
2.2.1 LMC
The proper motion of the LMC was most recently measured
by K13. They used observations taken with HST of 22 fields
in the LMC over a ∼7 year baseline to measure the motion
of LMC stars with respect to background quasars. In this
study, the proper motion of the LMC is transformed to a
Galactocentric position and velocity using the methods de-
scribed in van der Marel et al. (2002). The uncertainties on
the mean values are determined by a Monte Carlo scheme
that propagates all uncertainties in the position and velocity
of the LMC and the Sun. This Monte Carlo technique yields
a sample of 10,000 position and velocity vectors from which
the mean Galactocentric velocity and errors are computed
(see K13 and references therein). We will make use of these
10,000 Monte Carlo drawings in later sections. The resulting
total position and velocity of the LMC from these drawings
are RLMC = 49.6 ± 2.3 kpc and vLMC = 321 ± 24 km s−1.
The LMC’s current radial velocity is vrad = 64 ± 7 km s−1
with respect to the MW. 3D position and velocity vectors
are reported in Table 1.
2.2.2 M31
Proper motions of M31 have been inferred indirectly from
satellite kinematics where the line of sight velocities are used
to fit for the transverse motion of M31 (van der Marel &
Guhathakurta 2008, hereafter vdMG08). The resulting tan-
gential velocity component of M31 is vtan = 42±18 km s−1.
Recently, Sohn et al. (2012, hereafter S12) directly measured
the proper motion of M31 for the first time by tracking the
motions of stars in three fields with respect to thousands of
background galaxies. The observations were taken with HST
over a 5-7 year baseline.
van der Marel et al. (2012a, hereafter vdM12) corrected
the S12 measurements for M31’s internal kinematics and
viewing perspective. In the end, they quote a weighted av-
erage for M31’s proper motion using both HST direct mea-
surements (S12) and M31’s satellite kinematics (vdMG08).
In this analysis, we use this weighted average where the 68.3
per cent confidence level is vtan = 17 ± 17 km s−1. Again,
the errors on the mean values for M31’s position and velocity
components are computed in a Monte Carlo fashion.
It should be noted that more recent estimates of M31’s
tangential velocity vector in Salomon et al. (2016, hereafter
S16) find different values than those reported by vdM12. S16
reports a mean tangential velocity of ∼150 km s−1. Their
method utilizes Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques to
statistically maximize the likelihood of vtan by using only
satellite kinematics. They then weight the likelihoods by
ΛCDM halo velocity dispersion profiles to estimate their
best-fitting parameters. We will discuss the implications of
these conflicting values further in Section 7.
2.2.3 M33
M33’s proper motion was measured by B05 using the VLBA.
The observations were taken over ∼3 years to measure the
emission of water masers in two regions of M33 (IC133 and
M33/19). By tracking emission features over 8 epochs, they
compute a weighted average of their motions across the sky.
They also propagate the errors in the velocity offset between
specific maser features and the HI gas. These proper motions
on the sky are transformed to Cartesian position and veloc-
ity coordinates in the MW reference frame through the same
Monte Carlo methods as in K13.
This scheme is also used to obtain 10,000 Monte Carlo
drawings from the 4σ proper motion error space of both M31
and M33. In addition to the proper motions and solar mo-
tion quantities, the Monte Carlo method incorporates dis-
tance errors into the analysis. Therefore, we adopt the M09
distance to M33 relative to the MW (∼800 kpc). It should be
noted that other authors (e.g. U et al. 2009; Bonanos et al.
2006) have measured a significantly higher absolute distance
to M33 (∼960 kpc). The maximum distance probed by the
Monte Carlo scheme is ∼880 kpc. We will discuss the im-
pact of a larger M33 distance in Section 7 where we explore
if M33 could have reached within a close distance to M31.
The two sets of 10,000 unique position and velocity
MNRAS 000, 1–28 (2016)
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Table 1. The position and velocity components for the LMC and M33, each with respect to their host galaxy. Errors are computed in
a Monte Carlo fashion (see K13) by sampling the proper motion error space of the LMC (K13), M33 (B05), and M31 (S12, vdM12),
combined with uncertainties in their positions and the solar quantities. The Local Standard of Rest velocity at the solar circle V0 = 239±5
km s−1 (McMillan 2011) is used, rather than the IAU value of V0 = 220 km s−1. The solar peculiar velocity is adopted from Scho¨nrich
et al. (2010), who find (U,V,W) = (11.1+0.69−0.75, 12.24
+0.47
−0.47, 7.25
+0.37
−0.36) km s
−1.
Galaxy x y z r vX vY vZ vtot vrad vtan
(kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
LMC −1.1± 0.3 −41.1± 1.9 −27.9± 1.3 49.6± 2.3 −57± 13 −226±15 221± 19 321± 24 64± 7 314± 24
M33 −97.2±23.8 −121.5±35.1 −129.7±19.1 202.6±46.5 −24± 34 177± 30 94± 39 202± 38 −152±48 133± 37
vectors are combined to form the relative position and ve-
locity vectors of the M31-M33 system (see Table 1). The
magnitude of the position and velocity of M33 are RM33 =
202.6 ± 46.5 kpc and vM33 = 202 ± 38 km s−1. At present,
M33 has a radial velocity of −152 ± 48 km s−1 relative to
M31. Hereafter, the subscript M33 refers to the position or
velocity relative to M31 just as LMC refers to kinematics
relative to the MW.
2.3 Mass Estimates of the LMC and M33
Orbit determination and the identification of satellite
analogs in cosmological simulations require knowledge of the
satellite mass. In the following, we provide an overview of
known mass constraints on the LMC and M33.
2.3.1 LMC
The LMC’s rotation curve is well-defined, peaking at vcirc =
91.7±18.8 km s−1 and remains flat to about 8.7 kpc (van der
Marel & Kallivayalil 2014). Basic dynamical mass arguments
(V 2 = GM/r) give an enclosed mass of M(8.7 kpc) = 1.7×
1010 M.
The stellar mass of the LMC is M∗∼2.7×109 M with
a neutral gas mass of Mgas∼0.5×109 M (Kim et al. 1998).
This yields a total baryonic mass for the LMC of Mbary =
3.2 × 109 M. Several lines of evidence point to the radius
of the LMC extending to at least 15 kpc (Majewski et al.
2009; Saha et al. 2010; Mackey et al. 2016) at its outermost
limits. At this radial extent, the total enclosed mass of the
LMC is M(15 kpc) ∼ 3 × 1010 M, assuming the rotation
curve of the disc remains flat to this distance. While this
is the total dynamical mass measured today, the LMC may
have been significantly more massive at its time of infall.
G15 and Besla (2015) propose its mass at infall is between
Mvir,inf = 6− 20× 1010 M.
Abundance matching techniques find similar values for
the infall mass of the LMC. For example, Guo et al. (2011)
finds Mvir,LMC = 1.6× 1011 M. In our cosmological study,
we focus on satellites with a maximal mass in the range
encompassing a factor of two about the LMC dark matter
halo mass inferred from abundance matching, 8 × 1010 M
< Mmax < 3.2 × 1011 M (see also BK11). Our analytic
models probe a wider range of masses, extending down to
the dynamical mass estimate: 3− 25× 1010 M.
2.3.2 M33
The rotation curve of M33 is similarly well-defined us-
ing 21cm gas maps (Corbelli & Salucci 2000). Unlike the
LMC, M33’s rotation curve continues to rise out to its most
distant data point. Using the peak of the rotation curve,
vcirc(15kpc) = 130 km s
−1, the dynamical mass of M33 is
Mdyn(15 kpc)∼5×1010 M. We adopt the combined stellar
mass measured by Corbelli (2003) and inferred by Guo et al.
(2010), averaging to M∗ = 3.2× 109 M (vdM12). Corbelli
(2003) also measures a total gas mass of Mgas∼3.2×109 M.
Therefore, the average baryonic mass is Mbary = 6.4 × 109
M.
Using the dynamical mass estimate of M33, the baryon
fraction is Mbary/Mtot = 12.8 per cent. This baryon fraction
is a factor of a few more compared to average disc galaxies,
suggesting that the total dark matter mass of M33 at infall
was much larger than the dynamical mass inferred from the
rotation curve. To get a more typical Mbary/Mtot = 3 − 5
per cent appropriate for disc galaxies, M33’s mass at infall
would have to be Mvir,inf = 1.3− 2.1× 1011 M. This range
is well within the 1σ errors of abundance matching where
Mvir,M33 = 1.7 ± 0.55 × 1011 M (Guo et al. 2011). In our
cosmological analysis, we examine satellites with maximal
masses between 8 × 1010 M < Mmax < 3.2 × 1011 M.
These values encompass the full range of masses inferred
from abundance matching for both the LMC and M33. In
our analytic models, we adopt a similar mass range as for the
LMC, except we account for M33’s larger dynamical mass,
giving 5− 25× 1010 M.
3 ANALYTIC METHODS
Here, we describe methods to take the observed range of
LMC and M33 positions, velocities and masses listed in the
previous sections and extrapolate orbital histories. These
analytic models represent the orbits preferred by the as-
trometric data, independent of cosmological or morpholog-
ical arguments. We follow the strategy outlined in G15 to
track the orbital history of these satellites and the corre-
sponding motions of their hosts. However, we implement a
different scheme to account for dynamical friction (following
Appendix A of van der Marel et al. (2012b)). We consider the
MW-LMC system to be independent of the M31-M33 sys-
tem. This choice is justified in Section 4.3, where we show
that M33 has not closely approached the MW within the
past 6 Gyr, nor the LMC to M31.
MNRAS 000, 1–28 (2016)
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To compute past orbital histories, the equations of mo-
tion are numerically integrated backwards in time. We adopt
two mass models for both the MW and M31. For the MW, we
use a total virial mass1 of 1×1012 M and 1.5×1012 M. For
M31, we use slightly higher mass models, which are 1.5×1012
M and 2 × 1012 M. The MW and M31 potentials are
constructed to include three components: a Navarro-Frank-
White (NFW) dark matter halo (Navarro et al. 1996)
Φhalo = − GMh
r[ln(1 + cvir)− cvir/(1 + cvir)] ln
(
1 +
r
rs
)
, (1)
a Miyamoto-Nagai disc (Miyamoto & Nagai 1975)
Φdisc = − GMd√
r2 +
(
Rd +
√
z2 + z2d
)2 , (2)
and a Hernquist bulge (Hernquist 1990)
Φbulge = − GMb
r + Rb
. (3)
For the NFW halo, Mh = Mvir −Md −Mb.
The NFW dark matter halo of the host galaxy is adi-
abatically contracted due to the presence of the disc with
the CONTRA code (Gnedin et al. 2004). The dark matter
density profile is truncated at the virial radius of the host
galaxy in each model.
The disc mass in each model is chosen to approximately
reproduce the observed maximum circular velocity for each
galaxy: Vc ≈ 239 km s−1 at the solar radius for the MW
(McMillan 2011), Vc ≈ 250 km s−1 for M31 (Corbelli et al.
2010) at its peak. In all cases, the bulge scale length and
mass remain fixed. The disc scale length and scale height
are also held constant. All host galaxy parameters are listed
in Table 2.
The rotation curves for each MW mass model are given
in the top panels of Fig. 1. These show the circular veloc-
ity profile as a function of radius from the Galactic cen-
tre for each of the halo (orange), bulge (purple), and disc
(cyan) components as well as the total circular velocity curve
(green). All MW models have been constructed to match the
velocity of the Local Standard of Rest at the solar circle. Ro-
tation curves for M31 are constructed in the same fashion as
the MW’s. The M31 models peak at its maximum circular
velocity. They are given in the bottom panels of Fig. 1.
We consider three different mass models for the LMC
and M33 respectively. For the LMC, we consider infall
masses of (3, 10, 25)×1010M. For M33, we use (5, 10, 25)×
1010 M (see Section 2.3). There will thus be six orbital
models for each host-satellite pair.
The satellites are represented as Plummer spheres such
that their gravitational potentials are:
Φsat = − GMsat√
r2 + k2sat
(4)
with masses and softening lengths (ksat) as listed in Ta-
ble 3. The Plummer softening lengths have been calculated
1 Virial mass is the mass enclosed within the virial radius (Rvir).
Rvir is the radius at which the average density within that radius
reaches an overdensity of ∆vir in a spherical ‘top-hat’ perturba-
tion model. This ∆vir factor depends directly on the cosmolog-
ical parameters. The Illustris cosmology yields ∆vir = 357 (or
∆vir/Ωm = 97.4). See Bryan & Norman (1998).
Table 2. Initial conditions for the mass distribution in host galax-
ies used in the orbit integrations. The disc masses have been cho-
sen to match the observed maximum circular velocities (see also
G15 and vdM12). See Fig. 1 for more details.
MWa MWb M31a M31b
Mvir [10
10 M ] 100 150 150 200
cvir 9.86 9.56 9.56 9.36
Rvir [kpc] 261 299 299 329
Md [10
10 M ] 6.5 5.5 8.5 8
Rd [kpc] 3.5 3.5 5.0 5.0
zd [kpc] 0.53 0.53 1.0 1.0
Mb [10
10 M ] 1 1 1.9 1.9
Rb [kpc] 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.0
to match the measured dynamical masses of the LMC and
M33. See Section 2.3.
Using a symplectic leapfrog integration method
(Springel et al. 2001a), we follow the gravitational inter-
actions between the host galaxy and satellite by integrating
the equations of motion backwards in time for 13 Gyr. In all
models, we use the mean 3D position and velocity vectors of
each satellite as listed in Table 1 to describe the motions of
the LMC with respect to the MW and M33 with respect to
M31 at the present time. We will search the full error space
when quoting statistical measures of the orbital properties
for each system.
The orbit integrations also include the gravitational
forces exerted on the host galaxies due to the massive satel-
lites. G15 find that the acceleration of the MW due to the
gravitational influence of the LMC is non-negligible. As a
result, the orbital barycentre of the MW-LMC system is
significantly displaced from the MW’s centre of mass. We
allow M31’s centre of mass to move as a result of M33 and
notice a comparable shift in the orbital barycentre of the
M31-M33 system as well. The force exerted by the satellite
on the host galaxy is therefore computed and updated at
each time-step just like the force exerted on the satellite by
the host.
Our models also include the damping effects resulting
from dynamical friction. If the orbits are integrated forward
in time, the damping causes the orbit to decay. Since we
integrate the orbits backwards in time, dynamical friction
actually acts as an accelerating force. We approximate this
acceleration by the Chandrasekhar dynamical friction for-
mula (Chandrasekhar 1943):
Fdf = −4piG
2M2satlnΛρ(r)
v2
[
erf(X)− 2X√
pi
exp(−X2)
]
v
v
. (5)
Here, X = v/
√
2σ where σ is the one-dimensional galaxy
velocity dispersion. We adopt the σ approximation for an
NFW profile derived in Zentner & Bullock (2003). ρ(r) is the
density of the contracted NFW dark matter halo at a dis-
tance r from the centre of the host galaxy. For the Coulomb
factor, lnΛ, we implement the parametrization described in
van der Marel et al. (2012b, Appendix A):
lnΛ = max[L, ln(r/Cas)
α] (6)
L, C, and α are constants. as is the softening length of
the satellite, or ksat, the Plummer softening length for our
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Figure 1. Model rotation curves of the MW and M31 used to calculate the orbital histories in Fig. 2. Top: Two different virial mass
models for the MW have been constructed to match the observed rotation curve: Mvir =[1 × 1012, 1.5 × 1012] M. Bottom: Slightly
higher virial mass models, Mvir =[1.5× 1012, 2× 1012] M, are used for M31. In each model, the individual contributions from the disc
(cyan), halo (orange), and bulge (purple) are indicated. The disc mass was chosen to approximately reproduce the observed maximum
circular velocity for each galaxy: Vc ≈ 239 km s−1 at the solar radius for the MW (McMillan 2011), Vc ≈ 250 km s−1 for M31 (Corbelli
et al. 2010). All haloes have been adiabatically contracted due to the presence of the disc using the CONTRA code (Gnedin et al. 2004).
models (see Table 3). Hashimoto et al. (2003) notes the im-
portance of using lnΛ which varies with the distance of the
secondary from the primary (r). van der Marel et al. (2012b)
fits for lnΛ using N-body simulations where both the host
and satellite are modeled as live, extended masses. They re-
port the best-fitting parameters for a roughly equal mass
orbit and a 10:1 host-satellite mass ratio tuned to match
the future evolution of the M31-M33 system. We use the
latter in our models for the MW-LMC and M31-M33 sys-
tems since both systems exhibit roughly this mass ratio at
infall. The best-fitting results for unequal masses are L=0,
C=1.22, α=1.0.
Note that this implementation of dynamical friction dif-
fers from that adopted in K13 and G15, as both studies im-
plement the Hashimoto et al. (2003) lnΛ with a fixed soft-
ening length of 3 kpc for all satellite masses. If we keep the
softening length fixed, we recover the same orbits for the
LMC as K13 and G15. Finally, we ignore the dynamical
friction effects on the MW (M31) due to the LMC (M33).
With all of the relevant components, the total acceleration
felt by the satellites is:
r¨sat =
dΦbulge
dr
+
dΦdisc
dr
+
dΦhalo
dr
+
Fdf
Msat
(7)
and the total acceleration felt by the hosts is:
r¨host =
dΦsat
dr
. (8)
r is always measured as the position vector between the host
and the satellite, where both galaxies are free to move.
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Table 3. Initial satellite parameters for the analytic orbit in-
tegrations of the LMC and M33. The satellites are modeled as
Plummer spheres with the given mass and the softening lengths
are calculated to match the measured dynamical masses. These
are MLMC(8.7 kpc) = 1.7× 1010 M (van der Marel & Kallivay-
alil 2014) and MM33(15 kpc) & 5× 1010 M (Corbelli & Salucci
2000).
MLMC [10
10 M ] 3 10 25
kLMC [kpc] 5.9 13.1 19.5
MM33 [10
10 M ] 5 10 25
kM33 [kpc] 1 11.5 21
4 ANALYSIS OF NUMERICALLY
INTEGRATED ORBITS
We consider the evolution of the LMC about the MW and
M33 about M31 as two independent systems following the
prescriptions outlined in the previous section. In the fol-
lowing, we analyse the resulting six orbital models for each
host-satellite pair. For instance, in the case of the LMC, we
determine if the analytic orbital models are in agreement
with previous work. One main goal for M33 is to compare
the resulting orbits to those presented by M09 and P09 to
determine if a past interaction with M31 is a plausible cause
of M33’s warped structures.
4.1 LMC
In the top panel of Fig. 2, we present the orbital histories
derived for the LMC about the MW over the past 6 Gyr,
following the methods outlined in Section 3. We plot only
the last 6 Gyr of the integration period because we do not
include a live halo potential or satellite mass loss prescrip-
tions. These processes may significantly affect the resulting
orbits at earlier times.
For the lower MW virial mass model, where Mvir =
1 × 1012 M, all LMC masses are consistent with a first
infall scenario. The LMC’s orbit indicates an infall time2
of about 1.5-2 Gyr ago consistent with the results of B07,
K13, and G15. One major difference between this work and
G15 is that dynamical friction is reduced for the more mas-
sive satellites since we allow the Plummer softening length
to vary with satellite mass. In G15, the softening lengths
were fixed, therefore the lowest satellite mass experienced
the least dynamical friction. Here, we see the opposite trend.
The higher MW mass model, when Mvir = 1.5 × 1012
M, invokes at least one pericentric passage of the LMC
about the MW with orbital periods of order 5 Gyr, regard-
less of LMC mass. For this MW mass model, the only dif-
ference between this analysis and previous work is the orbit
of the highest LMC mass (gold dashed line). In G15, this
mass combination does not result in a pericentric approach
around 5 Gyr ago as seen here. Once again, this is a result
of the modified dynamical friction term, and specifically the
varying softening length. Note that a 5 Gyr orbital period
is too long to explain the origin of the Magellanic Stream
2 Infall time is defined as the first time the satellite crosses into
the virial radius of its host.
Table 4. The first, second, and third quartiles for infall time,
pericentric distance, and time of pericentre for the 10,000 orbits
calculated from the LMC velocity error space. All orbits are inte-
grated backwards for 13 Gyr. The listed times are lookback times.
For both MW masses, the LMC’s mass remains fixed at 1× 1011
M.
MW Mvir tinf [Gyr] rperi [kpc] tperi [Gyr]
q1, q2, q3 q1, q2, q3 q1, q2, q3
1× 1012 M 1.2, 1.4, 8.1 46.3, 48.0, 49.7 0.04, 0.05, 0.05
1.5× 1012 M 5.9, 6.9, 8.7 46.1, 47.8, 49.6 0.05, 0.05, 0.06
via MW tides, as the Stream is unlikely to have survived for
greater than 2 Gyr (Bland-Hawthorn et al. 2007).
The models of the MW-LMC orbits presented in Fig. 2
only represent six specific orbital trajectories of the LMC as
we have used the mean position and velocity vectors from
Table 1. However, we also have 10,000 unique position and
velocity vectors sampling the proper motion, position, and
velocity error space of the LMC (see Section 2.2.1), which we
use to compute statistical measures of the orbital properties
allowed by the astrometric data. Holding the LMC’s mass
constant at 1×1011 M, we integrate the orbits backwards in
time for 13 Gyr in both MW mass models. The first, second,
and third quartile of important orbital properties are listed
in Table 4.
For all orbits in the LMC velocity error space, at least
one pericentric approach is inevitable within a Hubble time
(Ru˚zˇicˇka et al. 2009). Regardless of infall time, the orbits
of the LMC are found to be consistent with recent studies–
its first pericentric passage certainly occurs about ∼ 48 kpc
from the MW in the last 50 Myr.
In agreement with G15, in the last 2 Gyr the MW’s cen-
tre of mass gains a velocity of ∼10-100 km s−1 (depending
on the LMC mass) owing to the shift in the orbital barycen-
tre of the MW-LMC system. This has been shown by G15
to cause noticeable shifts in the orbital planes of satellites
like the Sagittarius dSph. We will explore similar effects for
the M31-M33 system in the following section.
4.2 M33
Plausible orbital histories for M33 about M31 are presented
in the bottom row of Fig. 2, using the mean relative veloc-
ity quoted in Table 1. In the low M31 mass model (Mvir
= 1.5 × 1012 M), all of the M33 orbits are on first in-
fall. These results are consistent with the orbital solutions
found in Shaya & Tully (2013), who suggest that M33 is cur-
rently at its closest approach to M31. Furthermore, the star
formation history in the disc of M33 shows no evidence of
elevated star formation in the last 2-4 Gyr (Williams et al.
2009). Instead it appears to have grown steadily, contrasting
the expectation if M33 was actually recovering from a recent
interaction with M31.
M33’s morphology may not naturally favor an orbital
scenario other than a recent M31-M33 encounter. However,
its extended stellar structures are still understandable with-
out a close passage if M33 has interacted with other M31
satellites or if it has hosted satellites of its own in the past.
We also note that Lewis et al. (2013) have pointed out that
a spatial offset exists in the HI disk and stellar structures of
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Figure 2. Numerical orbit integrations for the MW-LMC and M31-M33 models presented in Fig. 1 and Tables 2 and 3. The Y-Z orbital
cross sections are shown for two different virial mass models for the MW (top) and M31 (bottom), respectively. The orbits have been
integrated backwards in time for 6 Gyr using the mean position and velocity vectors as observed today for the initial conditions. Three
different masses are considered for each of the LMC and M33 in all models (magenta, cyan, and gold solid lines). The disc planes of the
host galaxies are indicated by the gray dashed line in the first and second column. The gray solid curves indicate the extents of the virial
radius in each model. The third column shows the orbits for each of the two host galaxy models in time versus galactocentric distance.
The coloured solid lines indicate the lower host galaxy mass for the MW and M31, while the dashed coloured lines show the resulting
orbits in the higher host galaxy mass models. The dashed and solid gray lines represent the virial radius in the high and low virial mass
models of the host galaxies.
M33. This offset could be attributed to accretion events or
even mild ram pressure stripping in the halo outskirts (∼100
kpc). Moreover, given that M33’s total mass is ∼ 1011 M,
it could have hosted several less massive satellite galaxies
(see Sales et al. 2013), and the accretion of these satellites
could have formed the stellar halo of M33 (McMonigal et al.
2016) through traditional hierarchical evolution. Further-
more, Berentzen et al. (2003) and Besla et al. (2012) have
shown that off-center collisions with less massive satellites
can perturb the stellar disk of host galaxies. One example of
such phenomena is the multi-armed extended spiral struc-
ture detected in the outskirts of the LMC, a feature that
Besla et al. (2016) suggests was induced by the SMC rather
than MW tides.
For the high M31 mass model (Mvir =2 × 1012 M),
there is a chance of a pericentric passage at about 6 Gyr
ago. However, this orbital period is almost twice that sug-
gested by the P09 and M09 models, which were designed to
match the observed morphological structure of M33. Both
sets of orbits in Fig. 2 support the future M31-M33 orbits
calculated in van der Marel et al. (2012b), which find M33’s
next pericentric passage about M31 will occur in the next
1-2 Gyr.
For the explored M33 mass range, we have also numer-
ically integrated its orbit using the mean velocity of M31
resulting from the HST proper motion only (S12). By con-
trast, all previous orbits used the weighted average of the
HST measurements and satellite kinematics (vdM12). We
find that independent of M31 mass, all six orbits result in
a first infall scenario and shows no signs of a pericentric
passage < 12 Gyr ago.
The large M31 tangential velocity inferred by S16, how-
ever, has different implications for the orbit of M33. Using
the S16 M31 velocity vector, in the low mass M31 model,
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we find that one pericentric passage between 2-3 Gyr ago is
inevitable for all M33 masses explored here. However, the
distance at pericentre is still large, reaching ∼175 kpc at
best. In the high M31 mass model, all orbits evidence one
or more pericentric passages. The most recent pericentre oc-
curs between 2-3 Gyr ago and again, the separations are no
less than ∼140 kpc.
Fig. 2 relied on the average M33 velocity but we can
also explore the full velocity error space to quantify the most
typical orbital histories. Calculating 10,000 orbits spanning
the M33 and M31 velocity error space with a fixed M33
mass of 1×1011 M results in the median orbital properties
listed in Table 5. A first infall scenario is favored for the low
M31 mass model, as proposed in Fig. 2. At this M31 mass,
only about 48 per cent of all orbits contain a pericentric
passage in an orbital period of 13 Gyr, but the distance of
closest approach is more than twice that suggested by M09
and P093. The median pericentric distances listed (∼105
kpc) are consistent with the findings of van der Marel et al.
(2012b). The orbits with a pericentric passage unanimously
have an infall time > 5 Gyr ago. In each case, the infall time
occurs earlier than the time of pericentre.
If M31 is massive (2 × 1012 M), M33 follows a long
period orbit of order 6 Gyr. In this scenario, it is unlikely
that M33 made more than one pericentric passage about
M31 in a Hubble time. Based on the values in Table 5, this
host-satellite mass combination prefers early accretion, or
tinf &5 Gyr ago. At this M31 mass, 77 per cent of orbits
reflect a pericentric passage also & 5 Gyr ago. Similar to the
low mass M31 model, the average pericentric distances are
generally much higher than what is required to justify M33’s
warped structures by a close interaction with M31.
Therefore, the low mass M31 model typically favors a
first infall scenario for M33, while a higher mass M31 sug-
gests M33 made a distant pericentric approach about M31
about 5-6 Gyr ago. Consequently, a large fraction of the
recent infall scenarios do not allow for a recent close en-
counter (within 100 kpc of M31) as suggested by M09 and
P09. These results support the lack of a truncated gas disc
in M33, which might be an artefact of a large distance at
pericentre (> 100 kpc), consistent with our analysis.
The proper motions of the M31-M33 system are thus in
direct conflict with the conventional orbital history of M33
adopted in the literature. We examine other host-satellite
mass combinations in further detail in Section 7 to reconcile
a recent pericentric passage of M33 about M31.
Following G15, we inspect the shift in M31’s velocity
due to the presence of M33. We find that M33 increases
M31’s velocity by ∼5-25 km s−1 for our explored mass range.
Since M33’s closest approach to M31 is much larger than
that of the LMC to the MW, the magnitude of M31’s ve-
locity shift is lower. However, this shift is not negligible and
may also result in observable signatures in the relative kine-
matics of M31 and its other satellites.
3 We have also relaxed our assumption of halo truncation and
turned off dynamical friction at the virial radius, but the resulting
statistics only improve mildly for a recent, close passage scenario,
independent of M31 mass.
Table 5. Column 2 lists the first, second, and third quartiles in
infall time for the 10,000 orbits spanning the M31-M33 velocity
error space. Columns 3 and 4 give the quartiles in pericentric dis-
tance and time of pericentre for the fraction of orbits (48 per cent
and 77 per cent, respectively, for low and high M31 mass) where
M33 reaches distances closer than its current separation to M31.
All orbits are integrated backwards for 13 Gyr. The listed times
are lookback times. For both M31 masses, M33’s mass remains
fixed at 1× 1011 M.
M31 Mvir tinf [Gyr] rperi [kpc] tperi [Gyr]
q1, q2, q3 q1, q2, q3 q1, q2, q3
1.5× 1012 M 0.3, 0.4, 7.9 75.8, 104.9, 140.3 5.6, 7.4, 9.6
2× 1012 M 4.3, 6.3, 8.4 74.3, 104.4, 137.0 4.6, 5.9, 8.0
4.3 The Four Body Orbit
Throughout this work, we treat the MW-LMC system and
the M31-M33 as two, separate, isolated systems. Here, we
validate this choice by numerically integrating the orbits of
all four galaxies backwards in time simultaneously. Doing so
ensures that the LMC has not been affected by the gravita-
tional influence of M31, nor M33 by the MW during the past
6 Gyr. As van der Marel et al. (2012a,b) have shown, the
MW and M31 are currently moving towards one another and
will likely experience their first pericentric passage in about
4 Gyr. Therefore, in the past, the MW and M31 are moving
away from one another.
Following the methodology of Section 3, we numeri-
cally integrate each galaxy’s equations of motion backwards
in time as they simultaneously experience the gravitational
influence of each other. The satellites (LMC, M33) exert
forces on both hosts (M31, MW) and dynamical friction is
implemented for the satellites as described by Equations 5
and 6. The masses of the LMC and M33 are held constant
at 1× 1011 M and 2.5× 1011 M, respectively.
To approximate the gravitational interactions between
the MW and M31, we use the dynamical friction tuning for a
1:1 mass ratio as given in Appendix A of van der Marel et al.
(2012b). The softening lengths for the MW and M31 are
chosen to match their observed masses within some radius
compared to the total virial masses used in this model. The
MW’s virial mass is fixed at 1×1012 M and M31’s is 2×1012
M. For both galaxies, a Hernquist profile (Hernquist 1990)
is used to determine the softening length. The MW’s mass
enclosed within 50 kpc is about 3.8 × 1011 M (B07 and
references therein). M31’s observationally constrained mass
within 300 kpc is about 1.4×1012 M (Watkins et al. 2010).
Therefore, the resulting softening lengths are approximately
kMW = 31.11 kpc and kM31 = 58.57 kpc.
In Fig. 3, we present the orbital planes of the four-body
interaction between the MW, LMC, M31, and M33 during
the last 6 Gyr. All positions are plotted relative to the MW.
The circular markers denote the position of each galaxy to-
day. The dashed lines indicate the orbital trajectories re-
sulting from a -1σ deviation in the velocity vector of each
galaxy and the dotted lines are due to a +1σ deviation in
each velocity vector.
Fig. 4 shows the orbital trajectory as a function of look-
back time for each pair of galaxies amongst the four consid-
ered here. Notice that aside from the MW-LMC and M31-
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Figure 3. The numerically integrated orbital trajectories of the MW, LMC, M31, and M33 for the last 6 Gyr. All positions are plotted
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Figure 4. The orbital trajectories as a function of time for each
pair of galaxies calculated at their mean velocities. The positions
are plotted such that the first galaxy in the pair is the host and
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tive to that galaxy. Aside from the MW-LMC and M31-M33 pairs,
no galaxies move closer than about 500 kpc from each other. The
LMC is negligibly affected by M31 and M33 experiences little to
no perturbations as a result of the MW.
M33 pairs, the closest separation between any two galaxies
is no more than ∼500 kpc. In particular, the LMC does not
reach less than ∼650 kpc from M31 and M33 reaches no
closer than ∼700 kpc from the MW. While the LMC’s orbit
may be perturbed slightly by M31 > 6 Gyr ago, there is no
strong evidence that this perturbation exists at more recent
times. These results are consistent with Kallivayalil et al.
(2009) who find that M31 does not significantly affect the
LMC’s orbit within the proper motion error space, unless
M31 is sufficiently massive (i.e. > 3.5 × 1012). Thus, treat-
ing the MW-LMC and M31-M33 as isolated systems in the
past is a reasonable simplification.
5 ANALOGS IN THE ILLUSTRIS
SIMULATION
Using the observed and inferred infall masses of the LMC
and M33, we identify analogous host-satellite pairs in the
Illustris Project (Nelson et al. 2015; Vogelsberger et al.
2014a,b; Genel et al. 2014), an N-body and hydrodynamic
simulation spanning a cosmological volume of (106.5 Mpc)3,
carried out with the moving-mesh code AREPO (Springel
2010). In this analysis, we use the highest resolution dark
matter-only run, Illustris-1-Dark (hereafter Illustris-Dark),
which follows the evolution of 18203 dark matter particles
from z = 127 to z = 0, stored in a series of 136 snapshots.
Illustris-Dark adopts the following cosmological parameters,
which are consistent with WMAP-9 measurements (Hin-
shaw et al. 2013): Ωm = 0.2726, ΩΛ = 0.7274, Ωb = 0.0456,
σ8 = 0.809, ns = 0.963 and h = 0.704.
Dark matter haloes and their bound substructures (i.e.
subhaloes) are identified in each of the 136 snapshots of the
simulation using the SUBFIND halo-finding routine (Springel
et al. 2001b; Dolag et al. 2009), which proceeds in the fol-
lowing way. First, dark matter haloes are identified with the
friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm (Davis et al. 1985), which
links together any two particles separated by less than 0.2
times the mean interparticle separation. Then, for each of
these haloes (also known as FoF groups), subhaloes are iden-
tified as overdense regions which are also determined to be
gravitationally bound. Usually, each halo hosts a massive,
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central subhalo which contains most of the loosely bound
material in the halo.
In order to follow such haloes and subhaloes across time,
we use the merger trees4 created with the recently devel-
oped SUBLINK code (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015). The
merger trees allow us to trace the histories of massive satel-
lite analogs and therefore identify their properties at various
epochs in cosmic history.
The large volume and high resolution in the Illustris-
Dark simulation provide an ideal data set for studying the
dynamics and properties of massive satellite galaxies in
MW/M31-mass systems. The simulation achieves a dark
matter particle mass resolution of mDM = 7.5 × 106 M.
Therefore, a MW/M31-mass halo in Illustris-Dark is com-
posed of up to a few times 105 dark matter particles and
an LMC/M33-mass analog consists of up to ∼ 4× 104 dark
matter particles.
In the following, we identify a sample of MW/M31 mass
analogs at z = 0. Within this set of haloes, we search for
those that host a massive subhalo analogous to the LMC
or M33. With this population of massive satellite analogs
and their hosts, we will examine the orbital dynamics of the
analogs compared to the observed present-day dynamics of
the real LMC and M33.
5.1 Sample Selection: Milky Way/M31 Analogs
Estimates for the virial mass of the MW’s halo range from
≈ [0.7-2.5] ×1012 M (e.g. Belokurov et al. 2014; Gibbons
et al. 2014; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2013; Sakamoto et al. 2003;
Battaglia et al. 2005; Dehnen et al. 2006; Li & White 2008;
Gnedin et al. 2010; Watkins et al. 2010). M31’s halo mass
has been estimated via methods like abundance matching,
satellite orbital dynamics, the timing argument, and cosmo-
logical simulations. Its halo mass is inferred to be as massive
as the MW’s or larger, especially by timing argument stud-
ies. A plausible virial mass range for M31 from the literature
is ≈ [1-3] ×1012 M (e.g. Evans et al. 2000; Watkins et al.
2010; Tollerud et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2010; Fardal et al.
2013). The M31 rotation curve peaks at a velocity greater
than that of the MW and both its bulge and disc mass are
also greater than the MW’s (e.g. Guo et al. 2010; Wang
et al. 2006; Loeb et al. 2005; Peebles 1996; Kallivayalil et al.
2009; van der Marel et al. 2012a, and references therein).
Therefore, we allow for a wide dark matter halo mass range
to encompass a broad distribution from the literature.
MW/M31 analogs in Illustris-Dark are chosen as all cen-
tral subhaloes, as determined by SUBFIND, at z = 0 whose
halo (or FoF group) virial masses are between 7× 1011 M
< Mvir < 3×1012 M. We have checked that the virial mass
of each MW/M31 analog’s halo is comparable to the central
subhalo mass as given by SUBFIND. Since these quantities
have nearly a one to one ratio, we take the virial mass of the
halo (FoF group) as the halo mass of all hosts throughout
this analysis. Our sample contains 1933 dark matter haloes
that satisfy these criteria. The distribution of virial mass for
these MW/M31 analogs is indicated by the red histogram
4 The Illustris merger trees, halo catalogs, and group catalogs are
all publicly available at www.illustris-project.org
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Figure 5. The distribution of virial mass (∼ halo mass) for
all MW/M31 mass analogs in the Illustris-Dark simulation at
z = 0 (red). The distribution of virial mass for the MW/M31
mass analogs which also host a massive satellite analog at z = 0
(host haloes, blue). This subset comprises 24.4 per cent of the full
MW/M31 analogs sample. The bins are normalized to the size of
each data set such that
∑Nbins
i=1 Mvir,i = 1.
in Fig. 5. There are many more low mass haloes, as one ex-
pects, due to the hierarchical evolution of cold dark matter
haloes.
5.2 Sample Selection: Hosts of Massive Satellites
The subset of MW/M31 analogs which host a massive satel-
lite analog will be referred to as the host halo sample. About
24.4 per cent of the MW/M31 mass analogs host a massive
subhalo. Throughout this analysis, host halo will exclusively
refer to the dark matter halo of a MW/M31 mass analog
which hosts a massive subhalo analogous to the LMC or
M33. The blue histogram in Fig. 5 shows the probability of
finding a host halo with a given mass from the full sample
of MW/M31 analogs. The peak of the distribution lies at ∼
1012 M and only a few percent of host haloes reach a mass
close to the lower and upper limits: 0.7× 1012 M, 3× 1012
M. Thus, we allow for a broad range in the host halo mass.
In practice, very few haloes at the extrema of this range host
massive satellite analogs.
Rvir and Vvir, the virial circular velocity, can be com-
puted from Mvir as follows
Rvir = 260
(
Mvir
1012 M
)1/3
kpc, (9)
Vvir = 128.6
(
Mvir
1012 M
)1/3
km s−1. (10)
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These virial quantities will be used to calculate satellite
orbital dynamics (i.e. orbital energy and angular momen-
tum) throughout this work.
5.3 Sample Selection: Massive Satellites
We follow the basic methods of BK11 to identify LMC/M33
analogs. BK11 used the Millennium-II (Boylan-Kolchin et al.
2009) ΛCDM cosmological simulation to study the dynam-
ics of LMC and SMC analogs. However, in that study, the
dynamics of the MCs were computed using the Kallivayalil
et al. (2006a,b) proper motions, which have since been re-
vised in K13. Here we extend their analysis to M33 and also
update results for the LMC using the K13 proper motions.
For each MW/M31 analog identified in Section 5.1, we
search through all subsequent satellite subhaloes in the same
FoF group to identify the subset of massive satellite analogs
and their corresponding host haloes. Below, we define the
two samples used to accomplish this.
(i.) Preliminary Massive Satellite Analogs:
the most massive subhalo, identified by the maximal mass
(Mmax) ever attained, residing within Rvir of a MW/M31
analog’s centre at z = 0.
(ii.) Massive Satellite Analogs:
the subset of preliminary analogs with 8 × 1010 M
< Mmax < 3.2 × 1011 M. The corresponding MW/M31
analog is then classified as a host halo (Section 5.2).
By this construction, each host halo is limited to one
massive satellite analog. We use Mmax to relate dark matter
subhaloes in simulations like Illustris-Dark to the observed
galaxy properties because abundance matching techniques
typically correlate stellar mass to the maximal mass (in the
form of M200crit
5 or the FoF group mass) of haloes. If we
use the z = 0 satellite subhalo mass to identify analogs, the
mass loss due to tidal stripping after accretion would have
to be accounted for, requiring the implementation of mass
loss prescriptions for interacting galaxies. Choosing satellite
subhaloes based on Mmax does not necessarily mean that
they are the most massive satellite subhaloes in their FoF
group at z = 0 but they have at least achieved the mass of
a massive satellite (i.e. 10 per cent of the host halo mass) at
some point in their history.
We impose a mass floor of 1010 M (∼1300 dark matter
particles) at z = 0 for a satellite subhalo to be considered
an analog of the LMC and M33. This value comes from the
dynamical mass estimates of the LMC and M33 (see Sec-
tion 2.3). While identifying preliminary LMC/M33 analogs,
we also correct relative positions for the box edges to make
sure that no subhaloes are dismissed due to the finite box
volume and simulation boundary conditions.
Requiring MW/M31 analogs to be the central subhalo
in a FoF group and identifying LMC/M33 analogs in this
fashion ensures that there are no massive companion galax-
ies in each group (i.e. no Local Group analogs). This choice
is justified by the study of Gonza´lez et al. (2013) which con-
cludes that the environment of Magellanic Cloud analogs,
5 The mass contained within R200, the radius at which the aver-
age overdensity of the universe is 200 times the critical density
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Figure 6. The distribution of satellite to host dark matter mass
ratios at infall (red) and at z = 0 (blue) in the Illustris-Dark
simulation. At infall2, the mass ratio peaks at ∼ 10−1. At z = 0,
the host-satellite mass ratios are no lower than ∼ 10−2.
whether they are hosted by a MW mass analog or within
an analog of the Local Group, does not strongly affect esti-
mates of the MW’s halo mass. However, the frequency of the
latter is much lower cosmologically. This choice thus allows
us to increase our orbital statistics.
Our host+massive satellite analogs sample consists
of 472 systems. We therefore find that 24.4 per cent of
MW/M31 mass haloes harbor a massive satellite analog.
BK11 finds about 35 per cent of their MW sample hosts an
LMC analog in the Millennium-II simulation, however their
host halo mass range has a lower limit of 1012 M. If we
apply this lower halo mass limit to our MW/M31 host sam-
ple, about 33 per cent of them host an LMC/M33 analog,
in good agreement with BK11. Observational studies of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey also show that about 40 per cent of
L∗ galaxies host a bright satellite within 250 projected kpc
(Tollerud et al. 2011).
Fig. 6 indicates the distribution of host to satellite mass
ratio at z = 0 (blue) and at the time where the satellites
reach maximal mass (red). The peak of the distribution is
about 10−1 at the time of maximal mass, indicating that
analogs of the LMC or M33 are a significant fraction of their
host’s mass at that epoch. This is consistent with the work
of Stewart et al. (2008) who suggest MW mass dark matter
haloes are built up by 1:10 mergers. Even at z = 0, the mas-
sive satellite analogs are no less than 10−2 of their host halo
mass. The offset of the two distributions suggests that the
sample of host+massive satellite analogs evolve quite notice-
ably from one epoch to the next, a property that cannot be
captured in the analytic orbital models.
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6 ORBITAL ANALYSIS OF LMC AND M33
ANALOGS IN ILLUSTRIS
With a sample of several hundred massive satellite analogs
and their respective hosts, we identify the average trends
in their orbital histories. The mean positions and velocities
of the LMC and M33 obtained from their proper motion
measurements are used to infer the present-day dynamics
of the satellites as a point of reference. By comparing these
dynamical properties against the properties of the cosmo-
logical sample, we place the orbits of the LMC and M33 in
a cosmological context.
6.1 Crossing Time
The first crossing time (tcross) is synonymous with the time
at which a subhalo infalls into its host halo. From our an-
alytic orbit analysis in Section 4, we find the lower mass
models for the MW and M31 both suggest recent, first infall
scenarios for the LMC and M33, respectively. The higher
host mass models show some evidence that longer-lived or-
bits, and therefore earlier crossing times are possible. Here,
we identify the first crossing time for all massive satellite
analogs in Illustris-Dark to statistically determine the most
likely infall time for the LMC and M33, respectively, in a cos-
mological setting. To date, M33’s infall time has not been
constrained by a statistically significant cosmological sam-
ple.
BK11 defines the first crossing time (or BK tcross) as
‘the lookback time at which the LMC first crossed the phys-
ical z = 0 virial radius of the MW, moving inward’. It is
important to note here, however, that as the host halo mass
evolves over time, Rvir of that halo will also evolve. This
halo evolution is especially important for subhaloes that sur-
vive to z = 0 but were accreted early, or > 4 Gyr ago (by
the BK11 definition). The virial radius of a host halo will
have changed by a factor of a few from the crossing red-
shift to present-day such that the radius would typically in-
crease with time. For these types of systems, some subhaloes
would falsely be identified as massive satellite analogs be-
cause these subhaloes might only reside in the extended out-
skirts of a halo for a majority of their lives. Such subhaloes
would never achieve orbital dynamics that mimic those of
the LMC or M33, and would therefore contaminate the mas-
sive satellite analogs sample.
To account for this discrepancy and avoid false identi-
fication of analogs, we use a modified definition for the first
crossing time throughout this work. This definition, tcross,
uses the lookback time at which the subhalo crosses the
time-evolving quantity Rvir(z), instead of Rvir at z = 0.
Thus, the physically evolving virial radius (and consequently
Mvir) is accounted for and the misidentification of subhaloes
with early crossing times is diminished. Rvir(z) is reported
in the Illustris halo catalogs for each halo at every snap-
shot, therefore no approximation is necessary to implement
our modified definition. Note that crossing time here refers
to the first simulation snapshot when the subhalo’s position
relative to its host is within Rvir(z).
Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of BK tcross com-
pared to tcross used throughout this analysis. Notice that
only . 5 per cent of our analog sample has tcross > 8 Gyr.
This motivates dividing our sample by infall times in incre-
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Figure 7. A cumulative distribution of the lookback time at
which the satellites first crossed into their host haloes. The solid
black line illustrates results when the crossing time is defined us-
ing a time evolving virial radius. The dashed black line is the
method used in BK11 where crossing time is defined as the look-
back time at which a satellite first crosses the z = 0 physical
radius of its host halo. tcross yields a more recently accreted sam-
ple overall. 40 per cent of analogs have a crossing time < 2 Gyr
ago, while about 70 per cent have a crossing time < 4 Gyr ago.
ments of 2, 4, and 6 Gyr, whereas BK11 defines the lower
bound of the earliest accreted population at tcross > 8 Gyr.
The divisions are indicated by the coloured lines in Fig. 7.
The terms crossing time, infall time, and accretion time will
all be used interchangeably throughout this work, but all
refer to the tcross definition.
About 70 per cent of our massive satellite analogs have
tcross ≤ 4 Gyr ago. This result is consistent with previous
studies of the LMC (e.g. Busha et al. 2011, BK11). Here,
we highlight that Fig. 7 similarly implies that cosmologically,
M33 is also favored to be on its first approach towards M31.
While the choice of Rvir (z) versus Rvir at z = 0 does
affect the most likely infall time for the analog population,
we recognize the choice of virial radius as the outer spatial
boundary for a ΛCDM halo is arbitrary. There are other,
more physically motivated criteria which could be used as
a measure for infalling satellites instead. One example is
the splashback radius (More et al. 2015), or the radius at
which accreted mass reaches its first apocentre after the
turnaround point in its orbit. Utilizing the splashback ra-
dius in the definition of crossing time as opposed to the virial
radius would only shift the sample’s average infall time to
an earlier epoch. Since the splashback radius is considerably
larger than the virial radius for a given halo at a specific
redshift, the satellites would cross the splashback radius be-
fore crossing the virial radius. Therefore, the overall pop-
ulation would exhibit a tendency towards early infall times
by definition, whereas our current method results in massive
satellites crossing a smaller radius at more recent times.
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Figure 8. The relative positions and velocities for massive satel-
lites in relation to their host haloes. The observed properties of
the LMC and M33 are shown in the coloured points with 1σ error
bars in each direction. The LMC does have an error in its relative
position with respect to the MW (∼2 kpc) but it is significantly
small compared to the other errors. The LMC’s phase space prop-
erties are rare in the massive satellite population (as expected
since it is approximately at pericentric approach), whereas M33
is common in this sample.
Because the splashback radius is larger, it will lead to a
higher percentage of early accretion scenarios. However, in
this paper, we compare to recent orbital histories of mas-
sive satellites galaxies whose orbits are well constrained in
the past 5 Gyr. We specifically focus on the interaction
timescales that are relevant for the LMC–a few Gyr based on
previous work–as this time-scale has shown that in its cur-
rent orbital configuration, the LMC is dynamically affected
by the MW and vice versa. Since the virial radius is the
smaller of the two definitions for the host haloes of interest
in this work, its more restrictive nature within the Illustris-
Dark parameter space is more suitable. A larger (i.e. splash-
back) radius would allow for too many orbital solutions that
do not correspond to significant gravitational interactions
between our host-satellite analogs and could therefore be
physically misleading orbits in the context of our massive
satellite analogs.
6.2 Specific Orbital Energy
Specific orbital energy encodes the relative position and ve-
locity of the satellite as well its host halo mass, so it is a
suitable property for determining the most favored crossing
time and host halo mass of the LMC or M33. The specific
orbital energy of the LMC and M33 today can be calculated
from their mean position and velocity (as listed in Table 1)
in a range of host halo masses. These quantities will be useful
reference points to compare against the cosmological sample.
To calculate the orbital energy of massive satellites, we
approximate the gravitational potential of the host halo in
each host-satellite pair with an NFW profile. It is normalized
by the energy of a circular orbit at Rvir of the host (E˜ =
Esat/Ecirc(Rvir)) to remove bias against the host halo mass.
Esat =
1
2
v2 + ΦNFW(Mvir, cvir, r) (11)
In Equation 11, the virial concentration, cvir, is approx-
imated with the fitting formula of the Bolshoi simulation at
z = 0 (Klypin et al. 2011):
cvir(Mvir) = 9.60
(
Mvir
1012h−1M
)
. (12)
h will vary with the choice of cosmological parameters
used in the simulation (i.e. WMAP-9. Planck, etc.) and Mvir
varies for each host-satellite pair. Evidently, orbital energy is
very sensitive to the combination of host halo mass, position,
and velocity. The position and velocity ranges of the satellite
analog sample are plotted in Fig. 8. The coloured markers
with error bars indicate the observed properties of the LMC
and M33 today. While the LMC is rare amongst the statis-
tical sample, it is not surprising since it is approximately at
pericentre today. Many more of the massive satellite analogs
from Illustris-Dark populate the position-velocity space sur-
rounding M33, which is reasonable since it might be some-
where between its apocentre and pericentre today.
Lowering the 1010 M mass floor at z = 0 to 3 × 109
M such that each satellite consists of ≥400 particles pop-
ulates the phase below 75 kpc more densely, as expected,
since lower mass satellites are more likely to reside closer to
their hosts. Halo-finding routines are often unable to identify
subhaloes when they come within close proximity of their
host haloes, so it is also possible that some massive satel-
lite analogs which could be . 50 kpc from their host may
be unaccounted for at z = 0. In these scenarios, SUBFIND
would skip the snapshot at which a subhalo was unidenti-
fiable and re-identify it at the next snapshot by matching
particle membership. For our analysis, these effects are neg-
ligible since we aim to quantify the properties of massive
satellites analogous to the LMC and M33 between their time
of maximal mass and today, thus the 1010 M mass floor is
sufficient.
Figures 9 and 10 show the normalized, cumulative dis-
tribution of orbital energy for the massive satellite analogs,
separated by crossing time. The hatched regions in Fig. 9 in-
dicate the energetics of M33 in a variety of host halo masses.
From left to right, the regions are the standard deviation
about the mean energy for (0.7, 1.5, 3) ×1012 M haloes.
The errors have been calculated using the 10,000 Monte
Carlo samples from the allowed proper motion error space.
The hatched regions in Fig. 10 represent the comparable
quantities for the LMC. The solid cumulative distribution
lines are identical in both figures.
Overall, the population of massive satellite analogs are
bound to their host haloes, i.e. E˜ > 0. The early (tcross > 4
Gyr) and late accreted (tcross < 4 Gyr) populations exhibit
distinctly different energetics. The early accreted subhaloes
are statistically more bound to their host haloes as they
have experienced more orbital decay, while the late-accreted
subhaloes are less bound. Only a small percentage of systems
are energetically unbound, likely because these systems are
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Figure 9. The cumulative distribution of orbital energy scaled
to the energy of a circular orbit at the virial radius of each host
for the massive satellite analogs. The satellite sample is split by
tcross (blue, magenta, red, orange solid lines). The black solid line
represents the orbital energy for the entire analog sample. Over-
plotted in the green hatched region is the mean and 1σ errors of
the M33 in a low mass host halo centred at 0.7× 1012 M. The
gray hatched region indicates the energetics of M33 in an interme-
diate 1.5× 1012 M halo. The blue hatched region indicates the
energetics in a high mass host halo of 3× 1012 M. The width of
the hatched regions is calculated using the Monte Carlo samples
drawn to compute the mean position and velocity vectors of M33
relative to M31. M33’s crossing time appears to be ≤ 4 Gyr ago,
suggesting that it could not have arrived at its current position
until recently.
in a short-lived configuration at z = 0 (i.e. a flyby satellite or
a three-body encounter) or they have fallen into their host
haloes on highly eccentric orbits.
The mean values of orbital energy for M33 based on
its position and velocity today residing within M31’s halo
with masses Mvir = (0.7, 1.5, 3) ×1012 M are E˜ =
(0.02, 0.88, 1.46). These are the mean energies in each of the
hatched regions in Fig. 9. Comparing these values with the
massive satellite analogs, only half of all analogs span the
range of energies for M33 if M31’s halo mass is 0.7-3×1012
M (black solid line). Those analogs which exhibit accept-
able M33 energies today are dominantly satellites with cross-
ing times ≤ 4 Gyr ago, suggesting that M33 could not have
arrived at its current position until recently. These satellites
prefer a high M31 halo mass ≥ 1.5 × 1012 M. Early infall
(tcross > 4 Gyr ago) is allowed at the 20 per cent level, but
if M31’s halo mass is less than ∼3×1012 M, first infall is
certainly preferred.
These conclusions are somewhat at odds with the re-
sults of the numerical orbit analysis (Section 4) at the high
mass end (Mvir,M31 = 2 × 1012 M). The analytic models
suggested a long period orbit for M33, whereas the cosmo-
logical analogs suggest a first infall scenario is more likely.
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Figure 10. All solid lines are identical to those in Fig. 9. The
hatched regions are the corresponding quantities for the MW-
LMC systems and were calculated consistently. Comparing the
simulation sample to the observed properties, the crossing time
of the LMC is likely . 4 Gyr ago and a MW halo mass of Mvir
∼ 1.5× 1012 M is statistically favored.
This evidences that analytic models are not always suitable
for inferring orbital histories over long (∼ 6 Gyr) time-scales
since they lack the appropriate physics to accurately capture
the evolution of both massive satellites and their hosts (see
also Lux et al. 2010).
For LMC-type satellites residing in a MW halo with
masses Mvir = (0.7, 1.5, 3) ×1012 M, the mean values for
orbital energy are E˜ = (−0.34, 1.39, 2.40). These are the
mean energy values for the hatched regions in Fig. 10. Com-
paring to the sample of massive satellite analogs indicates
the LMC’s orbital energy is rather common. The black solid
line representing the entire sample generally spans the full
range of allowable LMC orbital energies as indicated by the
hatched regions.
If the LMC is cosmologically typical based on its or-
bital energy, only about 15 per cent of the massive satel-
lite analogs exhibit preference towards a MW halo mass
. 1.5 × 1012 M. Similarly, about 85 per cent favor a MW
halo mass & 1.5× 1012. Thus, independent of crossing time,
a MW halo mass of ∼ 1.5× 1012 M is most favored.
In this halo mass range, indicated by the gray hatched
region, a first infall is preferred, which again differs from
the orbital integration results in Section 4. The numerical
orbit shows evidence for a pericentric passage around 5 Gyr
ago. Early infall in this halo mass range is allowed at the
25 per cent level, which again likely indicates that backward
integration schemes are not accurate tracers of cosmological
orbits over such time-scales, especially for long period orbits.
Therefore, the distribution of orbital energy for the mas-
sive satellite analogs confirms M33 likely has an infall time
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within the last 4 Gyr and it prefers an M31 halo mass
≥ 1.5 × 1012 M. It also suggests that the preferred MW
halo mass is ∼ 1.5 × 1012 M based on the LMC’s current
position and velocity. If the LMC really is on its first infall
with tcross ≤ 4 Gyr ago, the likelihood of this MW halo mass
increases.
BK11 used the old proper motion values of the LMC
(Kallivayalil et al. 2006a) and the Millenium-II simulations
to conclude the most typical MW halo mass is > 2×1012 M
from orbital energy studies. However, the mean total velocity
of the LMC has decreased by a significant 57 km s−1. This
illustrates that precise proper motion measurements are re-
quired to reliably compare the properties of Local Group
satellites to statistics of cosmological analogs.
Examination of the specific orbital angular momentum
of the massive satellite analogs sample results in the same
conclusions as orbital energy. The angular momentum of the
LMC and M33 today are common amongst the general sam-
ple of massive satellite analogs. Again, the cosmological sam-
ple prefers a recent infall time, within the last 4 Gyr, for M33
and the LMC based on their present-day angular momen-
tum. In Paper II, we estimate the most typical halo mass for
the MW and M31 in a Bayesian scheme based on the LMC
and M33’s angular momentum today.
6.3 Eccentricity
Orbital eccentricity is the final property we use to quantify
the orbits of massive satellite analogs in Illustris-Dark. As
discussed in Hashimoto et al. (2003), the orbits of satellite
galaxies tend to circularize over time, or become less eccen-
tric (e.g. Murai & Fujimoto 1980; Ibata & Lewis 1998). This
circularization is closely tied to the pericentric approach and
mass of the satellite galaxy. Since dynamical friction is di-
rectly proportional to M2sat (see Equation 5), it is a deter-
mining factor in the orbital evolution of satellite galaxies, es-
pecially for massive satellites. The amount of circularization
determines the ability of satellites to survive before merging
with their hosts. As such, circularization of the LMC or M33
orbits may shed light on their expected infall times.
We introduce two different methods for computing the
eccentricity of the massive satellite analog orbits. The first
is an instantaneous eccentricity method computed with the
kinematics of massive satellite analogs at z = 0. The second
uses the extracted orbital histories of the analogs to com-
pute an eccentricity with real orbital data. In both meth-
ods, the following definition of eccentricity stemming from
a combination of orbital apocentre (ra) and pericentre (rp)
is implemented.
e ≡ ra − rp
ra + rp
(13)
6.3.1 Instantaneous Eccentricity from the Equation of
Motion
The first eccentricity method is an instantaneous approxi-
mation given the z = 0 properties of each massive satellite
analog, identical to BK11. In this approximation, apocentre
and pericentre are defined as the roots of the following equa-
tion of motion from Binney & Tremaine (2008), Chapter 3.
Table 6. The instantaneous eccentricity for the observed position
and velocity of the LMC and M33 in host haloes of varying virial
mass. The eccentricity is computed using Equations 13 and 14.
The LMC is on an unbound orbit in a host halo with Mvir =
0.7×1012 M, corresponding to an eccentricity > 1 (i.e. parabolic
or hyperbolic orbit).
Host halo mass
[M ]
0.7 ×
1012
1 ×
1012
1.5 ×
1012
3 ×
1012
LMC unbound 0.904 0.714 0.431
M33 0.952 0.808 0.694 0.623
u2 +
2[Φ(1/u)− E]
L2
= 0 (14)
Φ is the gravitational potential of the fixed massive object
and E is the Hamiltonian for the system. u = 1/r, where r
is the distance of the satellite from its host. L is the magni-
tude of the angular momentum vector per unit mass for the
orbiting body.
This method is similar to the reduced mass approach
of Wetzel (2011), except we approximate the host as an
extended potential. We assume the satellites are orbiting
within a spherical dark matter halo that is well approxi-
mated by an NFW profile and calculate the apocentre and
pericentre instantaneously with their z = 0 properties. Un-
like our numerical orbital models, the satellites are modeled
as point masses. All unbound orbits (E < 0) are assigned
a default eccentricity of 1, so e = 0 describes a perfectly
circular orbit.
Table 6 lists the eccentricity values for the LMC and
M33 using their current positions and velocities from Ta-
ble 1 in host haloes with Mvir = (0.7, 1, 1.5, 3) ×1012 M.
The left panel of Fig. 11 shows the cumulative probability
distribution of orbital eccentricity for the massive satellite
analogs split by crossing time. The black solid line indicates
the distribution of orbital eccentricity for the entire analog
sample. The mean value is ∼0.6, or fairly eccentric. Early
accreted satellites (tcross > 4 Gyr) tend to be on more cir-
cularized orbits, which suggests they have experienced the
most mass loss and have become circularized by dynamical
friction in the presence of their host haloes for many billions
of years.
BK11 implemented this eccentricity method and found
a similar distribution of eccentricity for the population of
LMC analogs in their study. Using the old LMC proper mo-
tion values, they conclude the LMC is on an unbound orbit
in a 1012 M MW halo when it is represented as an NFW
halo that extends to infinity. However, the significant change
in the updated proper motion values of the LMC allows us
to re-evaluate this claim. With the new proper motion val-
ues, the LMC is indeed bound in a 1012 M NFW halo with
e = 0.904. Therefore, it is possible for the MW’s halo mass
to be as low as 1× 1012 M with the LMC’s current orbital
conditions even though it would be an outlier since only ∼10
per cent of our overall sample has e ≥ 0.9, independent of
infall time.
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Figure 11. Left: The distribution of instantaneous orbital eccentricity at z = 0 for the massive satellite population in Illustris-Dark.
Eccentricity is calculated using the position, velocity, and host halo mass at z = 0 by approximating the host halo as a spherical NFW
halo potential and the subhalo as a point mass. Right: The distribution of orbital eccentricity from the combination of merger tree data
and forward orbit integrations for the massive satellite analogs. See Appendix A.
6.3.2 Eccentricity from Merger Trees and Forward Orbits
While the previous method utilizes the z = 0 proper-
ties to compute instantaneous eccentricities, the Illustris-
Dark cosmological simulation and associated merger trees
(Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015) allow us to trace the orbital
histories of each massive satellite analog throughout cosmic
time and directly identify their most recent apocentre and
pericentre distance to their host, if they exist. Apocentre
and pericentre are defined here as true critical points in the
satellite’s distance relative to its host as a function of time.
If a satellite has both an apocentre and pericentre as defined
here, the eccentricity is calculated by Equation 13. Only 46
per cent of the massive satellite analogs sample contains an
apocentre and pericentre in their past orbital trajectories
since a majority of the sample is on first infall. The average
value of eccentricity for that subset of analogs is about 0.4.
There is no clear correlation between merger tree eccentric-
ity and infall time for this sample.
For those satellites where only a pericentre or neither
critical points are recovered in the past orbital trajectories
(i.e very recent tcross scenarios), the orbits are numerically
integrated forward in time for 6 Gyr using the z = 0 posi-
tion and velocity vectors relative to their host haloes, fol-
lowing the methodology of Section 3. The trajectories are
then analysed to find the first pericentre and/or apocentre.
In the case where the merger tree data contains a pericen-
tre and no apocentre, only the apocentre is taken from the
forward orbit. More details of this forward orbit integration
are discussed in Appendix A.
Using both the merger tree data and the forward or-
bit integrations, eccentricities for 96 per cent of the mas-
sive satellite analogs sample are recovered. The right panel
of Fig. 11 shows the cumulative distribution of eccentricity
separated by crossing time for this method. The remain-
ing 4 per cent of analogs are likely fly-by satellites, so they
are omitted in Fig. 11. Note that for the recently accreted
satellites, it is not necessarily true that the pericentre and
apocentre have occurred in the time between infall and to-
day, but rather between infall and 6 Gyr in the future. The
average eccentricity for the sample increases to about 0.45.
Similar to the instantaneous eccentricity method, the
real eccentricities extracted from orbital trajectories indicate
some correlation with infall time. The early accreted mas-
sive satellite analogs (tcross > 4 Gyr) are on more circular
orbits than those accreted more recently. However, the cor-
relation between eccentricity and infall time is much weaker
and therefore cannot be used to discriminate between satel-
lites with early versus recent infall times.
We attribute this weak correlation to the rapid circu-
larization of massive satellite analogs after infall owing to
their high masses. As a result, their eccentricities are in-
herently more circular overall. The early accreted satellites
enter their host haloes at larger separations (> 150 kpc)
and with higher relative velocities (> 200 km s−1) as com-
pared to the recently accreted analogs. Consequently they
are able to survive until z = 0 because dynamical friction is
less efficient at decaying their orbits quickly.
Figure 12 illustrates that recently accreted (tcross < 4
Gyr ago) massive satellites do not lose a significant fraction
of their infall masses. Plotted is the ratio between total dark
matter mass when the satellite first crosses the virial radius
of its host relative to its bound mass at z = 0, split by early
and late crossing times. The most recently accreted satellites
(blue) manage to sustain their masses since infall, while the
early accreted satellites (red) experience more mass loss, de-
creasing in mass by a factor of 10 at most. Neither infall time
nor mass loss correlate strongly with eccentricity, so massive
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Figure 12. The distribution of the ratio of mass at crossing and
at z = 0 for Illustris-Dark massive satellite analogs with recent
crossing times (blue, tcross < 4 Gyr ago) and early crossing times
(red, tcross > 4 Gyr ago). The distributions are normalized in-
dividually such that the y-axis shows the probability of a given
mass ratio.
satellite galaxies should be treated with care (i.e. treated
as extended bodies with significant mass) when quantifying
their survivability time-scales.
7 DISCUSSION
We have numerically constrained the orbital histories of the
LMC about the MW and M33 about M31 using the allowed
proper motion error space of each system and a wide range
of mass models. We found that both satellites favor a recent
infall scenario unless the total mass of the MW or M31 is
in excess of 1.5 × 1012 M or 2 × 1012 M, respectively, in
which case the orbital periods of these satellites are of order
5-6 Gyr.
We have also characterized the preferred infall times for
a population of massive satellite analogs in the Illustris-Dark
simulation and found that massive satellites exhibiting or-
bital properties similar to the LMC and M33 also prefer a
recent infall scenario. While the numerical models and the
simulation results are consistent with one another with re-
spect to infall time, Illustris-Dark favors recent infall unless
the host halo masses are even more massive than those used
in the numerical orbit integrations: MW & 2 × 1012 M,
M31 & 3× 1012 M.
While our cosmological studies revealed tension with
orbital histories over long time-scales, the analysis appears
robust over time-scales < 5 Gyr. In Section 4, we illustrated
that orbits allowed by M33’s velocity error space do not
exhibit a recent, close passage about M31, in tension with
conventional models based on the morphology of M33. A
recent, close passage scenario is also relevant for the LMC,
since it is just past its pericentre about the MW. In the fol-
lowing we examine this controversial result in detail. Finally,
we present the past orbital history of the MW, LMC, M31,
and M33 as a four-body interacting system of galaxies.
7.1 Did M33 Have a Close Encounter with M31?
The scenarios put forth by M09 and P09 to recover the
warped structure of the HI gas disc and the stellar disc of
M33 require the satellite to have made a pericentric passage
within 50-100 kpc of M31 in the last 3 Gyr. The minimum
eccentricities from P09 and M09 described in Section 2.1
are about 0.34 and 0.67, respectively. The former is com-
puted using the current position of M33 as the apogalacti-
con, therefore it yields only a minimum value for eccentricity.
From Fig. 11, about 70 per cent of the massive satellite
analogs sample has an eccentricity & 0.34, while approxi-
mately 20 per cent has an eccentricity & 0.67. To first or-
der, it is not rare to find orbits of massive satellite analogs
in Illustris-Dark that resemble those theorized by M09 and
P09. In the following, we examine the question of M33’s
pericentric approach to M31 first by exploring the allowed
proper motion error space and then by using cosmological
simulations.
Two data samples are defined to carry out this analy-
sis. The first is the analytic recent pericentre (ARP) sample,
which describes the orbital histories recovered by searching
10,000 Monte Carlo drawings from the 4σ proper motion
error space as described in Section 2.2. Second, we define
the Illustris-Dark recent pericentre (IRP) sample. This set
includes all massive satellite analogs identified in Section 5
containing a recent pericentric passage in their orbital his-
tory.
7.1.1 The Analytic Recent Pericentre Sample
M33 and M31 have been modeled as a system where M33
has a recent, close (50-100 kpc) encounter with M31 (P09,
M09). This close encounter may be strong enough to induce
the formation of warps in the gas and stellar discs of M33.
Given its gas content and cosmological expectations, it is
most likely to have been accreted within the past 4 Gyr or
so. Here, we seek to reconcile these two requirements given
the observationally constrained parameter space.
We follow the methodology outlined in Section 3, as-
suming M33’s mass is fixed at 2.5 × 1011 M and M31’s
virial mass is 2 × 1012 M. A lower M31 mass would only
weaken the statistics for a recent, close passage scenario since
it would be less effective at decaying the orbit of M33 via
dynamical friction. We use the highest M33 mass from Fig. 2
because its orbital trajectory exhibits the lowest eccentricity.
Lower M33 mass models are tested later in this section.
10,000 backwards orbits are computed for 6 Gyr, span-
ning the M31-M33 velocity error space. We first identify the
orbits that allow M33 to have made a pericentric passage
about M31 in the last 6 Gyr, regardless of infall time. Peri-
centre is defined such that it is a true critical point in the
orbital trajectory and the relative position of M33 at peri-
centre has a magnitude less than its separation today. This
sample will be referred to as the analytic recent pericentre
sample (ARP). 34.44 per cent of the allowed orbits belong to
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Table 7. The fraction of M33 orbits for three different M31-M33 mass combinations which satisfy specific orbital criteria determined by
numerical integration. In all models, 10,000 orbits are calculated in the M31-M33 error space and the mass of M31 is fixed at 2 × 1012
M. The final three columns indicate the three M33 masses tested.
Identifier Nperi tperi tinf rperi 5× 1010 M 1× 1011 M 2.5× 1011 M
ARP ≥1 ≤ 6 Gyr ago – – 35.90% 38.43% 34.44%
TI6 ≥1 ≤ 6 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago – 18.16% 19.25% 21.03%
RP100 ≥1 ≤ 6 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago rperi < 100 kpc 6.25% 6.32% 3.59%
RP100T ≥1 ≤ 3 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago rperi < 100 kpc 0.27% 0.04% 0.14%
RP55 ≥1 ≤ 6 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago rperi < 55 kpc 1.00% 1.06% 0.84%
RP55T ≥1 ≤ 3 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago rperi < 55 kpc 0% 0% 0%
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Figure 13. For the ARP sample, the x, y, and z velocity components are plotted for M33’s current velocity vector with respect to M31 in
the highest M31 and M33 mass model (black points). Lower host mass models would only weaken the statistics. Overplotted in blue-gray
points are those vectors within the ARP sample where the orbits evidence an infall time ≤ 6 Gyr ago (TI6 sample). The orange circles
highlight only those vectors that belong to the RP100T subset. This subset represents the orbits that are most reflective of the criteria
outlined in P09 and M09, which are designed to reproduce the warps in M33’s gaseous and stellar discs. See Table 7 for more details. The
square markers with error bars indicate the average velocity components for all samples, binned by satellite infall time. The error bars are
the standard deviation within each infall time bin for each velocity component. The red triangles denote the velocity components from
the HST only proper motion of M31 (S12). The S16 velocity vector is v=(135.30, 0.33, 117.60) km s−1, but these velocity components
do not lie in the same direction as the locus of RP100T orange circles.
the ARP sample. The average orbital properties of the ARP
sample are: tinf = 5.5 ± 0.9 Gyr ago, rperi = 130.7 ± 45.6
kpc, and tperi = 4.5± 1.1 Gyr ago.
Fig. 13 shows the distribution of M33’s velocity vector
components with respect to M31 for the ARP sample (all
points). Overplotted in blue-gray points are the components
of M33’s velocity vectors whose orbits also indicate an infall
time during the last 6 Gyr. The coloured squares with error
bars denote the average velocity components for the orbits
within the given infall time range.
The orange circles in Fig. 13 indicate the velocity com-
ponents of the allowed proper motions where the orbits have
recent infall times (tcross ≤ 6 Gyr) and reach a pericentric
distance within 100 kpc of M31 in the last 3 Gyr. Only 0.14
per cent of the full orbital sample exhibit these criteria (de-
noted by RP100T in Table 7). These criteria most closely re-
semble those estimated by P09 to reproduce M33’s gaseous
warps. The velocity components of the RP100T sample are
clearly outliers in the y and z directions. The mean vY
and vZ components of this sample both lie about 2.5σ from
M33’s mean velocity components listed in Table 1.
Further restricting the allowed orbits such that the peri-
centric distance must be within 55 kpc of M31 in the last 6
Gyr whittles the fraction down to about 1 per cent (RP55),
but there are no orbits that recover rperi < 55 kpc in the
last 3 Gyr (RP55T). Therefore, M09’s proposed M33 orbit
cannot be recovered within the proper motion error space
of M31-M33. The final column of Table 7 indicates the per-
centage of orbits that achieve each of the aforementioned
criteria for this M31-M33 mass combination.
To ensure that these statistics for the highest M33 and
M31 masses are not sensitive to our dynamical friction pre-
scription, we recomputed all allowed orbits without any dy-
namical friction term. This model would be most likely to
reproduce the M09 and P09 orbits. We find that the RP100T
sample increases to 7.57 per cent and the RP55T sample con-
tains 2.09 per cent of all allowed orbits as opposed to zero.
Regardless, these results do not change our conclusion that
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Figure 14. The distribution of eccentricities and pericentres for the same ARP sample plotted in Fig. 13. The x-axis gives the pericentric
distance with respect to the virial radius of M31. M31 is 2× 1012 M and its Rvir =329 kpc for this model. The points are coloured by
their crossing time, the time at which the satellite infalls into the host’s virial radius. The orange squares highlight those which have a
crossing time in the last 6 Gyr and a pericentric approach within 100 kpc of M31 in the last 3 Gyr (RP100T, 0.14 per cent). No orbits
reach within 55 kpc during the last 3 Gyr as suggested by M09 (RP55T). The blue triangle shows the eccentricity and pericentre distance
they conclude would result in M33’s stellar warp. The blue diamond represents the eccentricity and most probable pericentre put forth
by P09. The five outliers above the swath of points are position and velocity vectors that result in a positive radial velocity, suggesting
M33 is moving away from M31 instead of towards it. These vectors are likely artefacts of the edges of the allowed proper motion error
space.
a close passage between M33 and M31 is unlikely within the
error space.
We also test two other M33 mass models to constrain
whether a lower mass satellite is more statistically effective
at recovering a recent, close encounter with M31 in the al-
lowed error space. However, the statistics only improve min-
imally. Table 7 provides a summary of the same constraints
placed on these orbital samples. We have also considered the
gravitational influence of the MW on M33, but our compu-
tations show that the MW never reached ≤ 770 kpc relative
to M33 in the last 6 Gyr for all three M31-M33 mass com-
binations.
Fig. 14 further demonstrates the properties of the ARP
sample. The distribution of pericentre to virial radius and
eccentricity are shown relative to their crossing times, as-
suming a host mass of 2 × 1012 M and a virial radius of
329 kpc. The orange squares highlight the RP100T orbits,
corresponding to the orange circles in Fig. 13. They most
closely resemble the orbit suggested by P09, denoted by the
light blue diamond. No orbits in the M31-M33 proper mo-
tion error space resemble the orbit in M09’s work. This is
likely because the orbits which do recover recent pericen-
tres generally have a rperi that is too high (& 100 kpc), and
therefore they are inconsistent with a recent, close interac-
tion with M31.
In Section 2.2, we note that several recent works have
quoted larger M33 distances than that of M09. U et al.
(2009) and Bonanos et al. (2006) both quote values of ap-
proximately 960 kpc between M33 and the MW, as opposed
to ∼800 kpc which has typically been used in previous works
and which we use in this analysis. Our set of 10,000 Monte
Carlo drawings considers M33 distances in the range ∼715-
880 kpc. If M33’s true distance is 880 kpc, we find that
the resulting orbit only ratifies our results from the ARP
sample–a recent, close pericentric passage of M33 about M31
is rare. A larger M33 distance further indicates that a first in-
fall scenario is more favorable. Even larger distances to M33
(> 880 kpc) are expected to continue this orbital trend.
From the ARP sample, we conclude it is not rare to find
M33 in a recent infall scenario within the observationally
constrained phase space of the M31-M33 system. A recent
(∼ 4-6 Gyr ago) pericentric passage of M33 about M31 is
also allowed. Both scenarios are plausible at the 20-30 per
cent level (see Table 7). However, it is very rare to find close
pericentric passages, within 50-100 kpc from M31. M09 and
P09 require M33 to achieve a separation of 53 kpc and 100
kpc, respectively. At most, we find only ≤ 0.27 per cent of
orbits reach within 100 kpc of M31 in the last 3 Gyr and
no orbits get as close as 55 kpc to M31 during that time.
Therefore, the long period orbit mentioned in Section 4 is
still preferred by the proper motions of M31 and M33 when
M31 is massive (2× 1012 M). At higher M31 halo masses,
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the statistics improve somewhat as M33’s orbit will turn
over at more recent times, but at a virial mass of 3 × 1012
M, the total mass of the Local Group would also have to
increase.
While the desired trajectory is infrequent in our nu-
merically integrated orbits, we use the Illustris-Dark mas-
sive satellite sample to infer its likelihood in a cosmological
setting.
7.1.2 The Illustris Recent Pericentre Sample
We have shown that the allowed proper motion error space
of M31-M33 does not favor a recent, close pericentric pas-
sage of M33 about M31. Here, we will examine the orbital
trajectories of the massive satellite analogs from Section 5.3
to quantify the frequency of this scenario in a cosmological
setting.
In Section 6.3.2, we used the Illustris-Dark merger
trees to extract the orbital histories of all massive satellite
analogs. Given that a majority of the analogs were accreted
recently, 71.8 per cent of orbits contain a pericentric passage
but only 46 per cent of all orbits contain both an apocentre
and pericentre. The average orbital properties for all that
contain at least a pericentric passage are: tinf = 3.9 ± 2.1
Gyr ago, rperi = 89.8± 60.2 kpc, tperi = 1.6± 1.2 Gyr ago.
The average infall time for all analogs without a peri-
centre in their merger tree data is tinf = 0.6± 1.2 Gyr ago.
Unsurprisingly, these massive satellite analogs were accreted
recently. For these analogs, we integrate their orbits forward
in time from z = 0 for only 3 Gyr (instead of 6 Gyr as in
Section 6.3.2) since we are looking for recent accretion sce-
narios. Typically, the time between infall and 3 Gyr in the
future totals to ∼4-6 Gyr, approximately equivalent to an
average orbital period. The average orbital properties for all
forward integrations that contain a pericentric passage in
the future are: rperi = 53.3 ± 61.0 kpc and tperi = 1.4 ± 0.8
Gyr beyond today.
The combined merger tree data and forward orbits in-
crease the fraction of massive satellite analogs with both an
apocentre and pericentre to 87.92 per cent. For every analog
that shows evidence for a true pericentric passage in the past
trajectory, we use this value and corresponding time. The re-
maining 12.08 per cent of satellites are either on long-period
orbits or they are short-lived fly by encounters at z = 0.
Using this combined set of orbital histories, we define
the Illustris-Dark recent pericentre (IRP) sample as the sub-
set of 472 massive satellite analogs which have made one
pericentric passage between their time of infall and z = 0 in
the merger tree data or infall and 3 Gyr in the future de-
termined by forward orbits. The IRP sample encompasses
77.54 per cent of the massive satellite analogs population.
The pericentres have been confirmed as true minima and
occur at a separation less than their z = 0 positions to be
consistent with the ARP sample. The average infall time of
the IRP sample is tinf = 3.0± 2.5 Gyr ago.
Fig. 15 shows the distribution of eccentricities and peri-
centre as a fraction of the host halo virial radius for the IRP
sample. The points are once again coloured by crossing time.
The virial radius of the host halo at the time of pericentre
is adopted for all massive satellite analogs with a pericentre
in their merger tree data. For all pericentres taken from the
forward orbit integrations, the virial radius of the host halo
at z = 0 is used as an approximation.
The orange squares highlight the fraction of the IRP
sample where the satellites have an infall time ≤ 6 Gyr and
a pericentric passage within 100 kpc of their host halo in the
last 3 Gyr, or the iRP100T sample. This sample represents
49.36 per cent of the total population of massive satellite
analogs. Further restricting the IRP sample to those where
the pericentric distance is < 55 kpc from the host halo in
the last 3 Gyr, we find 32.42 per cent of analogs satisfy these
criteria (denoted by iRP55T). The iRP55T sample is over-
plotted in purple squares. Table 8 summarizes the fraction
of all orbits that satisfy each criteria.
The IRP sample demonstrates that cosmologically, the
orbits required by both P09 and M09 to reproduce M33’s
warped structures are not rare. A recent pericentric pas-
sage reaching within 100 kpc of the host is true for about
half of all massive satellite analogs but only about one-third
of analogs reach a distance < 55 kpc from their hosts in
that time. The existence of a reasonable cosmological popu-
lation of subhalo orbits satisfying this strict orbital criteria
supports the possibility that, in general, massive satellite
galaxies can be responsible for warps in the baryonic discs
of their hosts. However, larger pericentric approaches are
more common.
The results of the IRP sample are also generally applica-
ble to the B07 orbital model for the LMC–its close approach
of 50 kpc is not typical, but also not cosmologically rare.
Upon further inspecting the orbits identified as the
iRP100T orbits, we find that it is uncommon for those
massive satellite analogs to have a virial host halo mass
≥ 1.5× 1012 M. Only 15.46 per cent of all analogs belong
to the iRP100T sample and have a host halo that massive,
while only 1.5 per cent of all analogs belong to the iRP100T
sample and have a host halo mass ≥ 2.5 × 1012 M. This
may provide an upper limit on the halo mass of the MW
and also for M31 if M33 truly had a recent, close encounter.
7.1.3 Ramifications for the Lack of a Close Encounter
From our discussion of the morphologically motivated orbit
for M33, we conclude that a recent, close encounter between
M33 and M31 is rare within our analytic models and only as
likely as a large pericentric approach cosmologically. In this
case we must search for alternative scenarios to explain the
origin of M33’s warped morphology.
For instance, M33 could host its own system of less mas-
sive satellites as predicted by galaxy formation models. Re-
cent work has suggested the same could be true for the LMC
(see Section 1). If these satellites of satellites exist and have
had close interactions with M33, one or more could have con-
tributed to some degree of the warped structures observed
in its disc. Of the known satellites within the M31 system,
And XXII has been suggested as a potential companion of
M33 since it has a similar systemic velocity. While it may or
may not be bound to M33 at present, several authors suggest
that mutual interactions between M33 and And XXII could
have distorted M33’s discs if they were once associated in
the past (Tollerud et al. 2012; Chapman et al. 2013; Shaya
& Tully 2013; Martin et al. 2009).
Ram pressure stripping could also play a role in warp-
ing M33’s gas disc. However, the magnitude of ram pressure
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Figure 15. Like Fig. 14, the distribution of pericentre and eccentricity is shown for the sample of massive satellite analogs in Illustris-
Dark belonging to the IRP sample. The orbital data are taken from the merger trees directly or they are combined with a forward orbit
integration using the z = 0 host-satellite properties. The points are coloured by their crossing times. The x-axis indicates pericentre
relative to the virial radius at the time of pericentre. For those where the pericentre was found in the forward orbit, the z = 0 Rvir was
used. The orange squares highlight those massive satellite analogs where the pericentre reaches < 100 kpc of the host halo (49.36 per
cent) within 3 Gyr of today (iRP100T). The purple squares are those where the pericentre is within 55 kpc of the host halo (32.42 per
cent) in ±3 Gyr of z = 0 (iRP55T). The blue triangle references the M09 orbit and the blue diamond shows the P09 results.
Table 8. The fraction of 472 massive satellite analogs in Illustris-Dark satisfying the following orbital criteria from the combination of
their merger tree data and forward orbits. * For the analogs whose orbits have been integrated forward in time, we search for those where
the pericentre occurs between the satellite’s time of infall (so long as it is < 6 Gyr ago) and 3 Gyr in the future. For the iRP100T and
iRP55T samples, the time of pericentre must occur within ±3 Gyr of z = 0.
Identifier Nperi tperi∗ tinf rperi
IRP ≥1 ≤ 6 Gyr ago – – 77.54%
iTI6 ≥1 ≤ 6 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago – 67.58%
iRP100 ≥1 ≤ 6 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago rperi < 100 kpc 51.90%
iRP100T ≥1 ≤ 3 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago rperi < 100 kpc 49.36%
iRP55 ≥1 ≤ 6 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago rperi < 55 kpc 32.42%
iRP55T ≥1 ≤ 3 Gyr ago ≤ 6 Gyr ago rperi < 55 kpc 32.42%
stripping depends on orbital eccentricity and the inclination
of its disc relative to its orbital plane. Each of the above
scenarios requires careful modeling and should be studied in
further detail in attempt to fully understand the morpholog-
ical and dynamical history of M33. These goals are beyond
the scope of this paper.
The orbital history of M33, whether it really is on first
infall or if it made a passage about M31 ∼5-6 Gyr ago, is
also relevant for the proposed plane of satellites surround-
ing M31 (e.g. Ibata et al. 2013) wherein, 13 satellites are
suggested to be co-rotating about M31 in a plane about 13
kpc in width. While this plane does not include all of the
known M31 satellites or M33, it could be affected by the
massive nature of M33. For example, if M33 has been on a
long-period orbit or if it is moving radially towards M31 for
the first time, the presence of M33 would likely have some
gravitational influence on the plane of satellites, especially
for the Southern half of the plane. Therefore, M33’s history
is not only crucial to understanding the evolution of its own
galactic features, but it may also influence the larger M31
system of satellites and their dynamical history.
7.2 Implications for the Proper Motion
Measurements of M31
In recent years, the tangential velocity component of M31
has been measured in various ways. Several results, mea-
sured directly and inferred indirectly, are plotted in Fig. 16
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Figure 16. Proper motion measurements of M31 in units of
North and West tangential velocity components. The gray points
are the ARP sample for the high mass M31 and 2.5 × 1011 M
M33. The red triangle is the HST proper motion result from S12.
The blue triangle is measured by satellite kinematics in vdMG08.
The black circle is from vdM12 and is the weighted average of
vdMG08 and S12. The green marker indicates the proper motion
results of S16 using the satellite kinematics of the M31 system
estimated from ΛCDM simulations. Finally, the black diamond
is the proper motion resulting from a zero tangential velocity of
M31. It is offset from the origin due to the Sun’s motion. The
analytic orbits that have a pericentre within 100 kpc of M31 in
the last 3 Gyr are indicated by purple circles (RP100T sample).
and summarized here. S16 used the kinematics of 40 M31
satellites to estimate the motion of M31 via ΛCDM simula-
tions and statistical fitting methods (green square). vdMG08
performs three statistical techniques and reports a weighted
average using line of sight velocities for 17 satellites, the
proper motions of two satellites, and line of sight velocities
for five Local Group galaxies (blue triangle). S12 recently
used HST to take direct measurements of M31’s proper mo-
tion (red triangle). The black circle indicates the weighted
average of S12 and vdMG08, which are the values used in
this analysis (vdM12). Finally, the diamond indicates the
resulting velocity components for zero tangential velocity.
These values are shifted away from the origin due to the
Sun’s motion.
The large disparity between the S16 and S12 values is
immediately evident. Consequently, the tangential velocity
components reported by each team has serious implications
for our understanding of the Local Group. The results of S16
imply the Local Group is not a bound system, complicating
our understanding of its history. On the other hand, the
S12 values imply M31’s baryonic centre of mass is offset
in velocity from its outer dark matter halo. The latter has
been proposed by Gao & White (2007) in their analysis of
central galaxies in ΛCDM simulations. Their conclusion is
further supported by G15, who claim the massive nature
of the LMC causes a dynamical impact on the MW and
therefore a velocity shift. From our numerical orbit analysis,
we know that the presence of M33 does indeed cause a shift
in M31’s velocity up to tens of km s−1 as well.
Aiming to reconstruct M33’s morphology, Loeb et al.
(2005) estimated the tangental velocity for M31 by designing
a numerical model where M33’s stellar disc remains unper-
turbed by tidal disruptions over the last 10 Gyr and they
recover a value of vtan = 100 ± 20 km s−1. Similarly, we
constrain M31’s tangential velocity using only the theorized
dynamical history of M33 which supports the formation of
its warp through a past interaction with M31 (P09, M09).
In Fig. 16, we show the North and West tangential ve-
locity components corresponding to the 3D velocity vectors
of M31 for the entire ARP sample (gray points)6. The points
cluster in between the S12 and S16 values, with no partic-
ular preference towards either. The purple circles highlight
just the RP100T orbits where a close (≤ 100 kpc), recent
(tperi < 3 Gyr ago) pericentre exists. These orbits trace
a specific region of the West velocity component, between
about -150 and -100 km s−1. About half of these orbits fall
within the vdM12 1σ error space, which is the average of
the S12 and vdMG08 results.
We find that the close passage for M33 is inconsistent
with the HST PM measurement of M31 by S12. However,
a more precise PM for M31 will (i) better constrain the
tangential motion of M31 with direct measurements and (ii)
rule out whether a recent, close passage scenario for M33 has
occurred given its current motion. Doing so would suggest
that a past interaction between M31 and M33 is not the
one and only source of significant warps in the discs of M33,
motivating a re-evaluation of the dynamical history of the
M31 system.
8 CONCLUSIONS
The orbital evolution of massive satellite galaxies, and
specifically those of the LMC and M33, have been explored
in three contexts in this work: by numerically integrating
their orbits backwards in time using astrometric data, by
studying a large sample of massive satellite analogs in the
Illustris-Dark simulation (Nelson et al. 2015; Vogelsberger
et al. 2014b,a; Genel et al. 2014), and by determining their
consistency with orbital expectations informed by morphol-
ogy.
We have explored plausible orbital histories for the
LMC and M33 about the MW and M31, respectively, using
their observationally constrained velocity error space and
backward integration schemes (e.g. B07, G15). The recently
determined proper motion of M31 (S12) has enabled the
study of M33’s orbital history for the first time in this fash-
ion. We find consistency with previous studies of LMC’s or-
bital history. If the MW’s total mass is < 1.5×1012 M, the
LMC is on its first approach to the MW and only recently
completed its first pericentric passage. Surprisingly, we find
that M33 is either also completing its first orbit about M31,
or if M31 is massive (>2 × 1012 M) then it is on a long
period orbit. Note that in this study we have adopted a
6 Proper motion is converted to tangential velocity components
by µi = vi/(4.74 ∗ dM31).
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new dynamical friction approximation (van der Marel et al.
2012b), which reduces the orbital decay of satellite trajec-
tories as their gravitational softening lengths and masses
increase.
From our sample of massive satellite analogs in Illustris-
Dark, we find that the orbital energetics and eccentricities of
the LMC and M33 are generally consistent with a recent in-
fall scenario (tcross < 4 Gyr). Comparing the kinematics from
recently updated LMC proper motion measurements to the
orbital energies of the massive satellite analogs in Illustris-
Dark, we find that a MW halo mass of ∼1.5×1012 M is
preferred for recently accreted satellites. Early accretion for
an LMC analog is cosmologically likely only if the MW’s
halo mass is >3× 1012 M. Applying the same analysis us-
ing M33’s kinematics favors an M31 halo mass ≥ 1.5× 1012
M if M33 is accreted recently. Early accretion of M33 is
only plausible at the 20 per cent level if M31’s halo mass
is ∼3 × 1012 M. Therefore, first infall is certainly favored
from energetics alone. These results are generally consistent
with the results of the numerical orbit integrations.
We conclude that both the LMC and M33 are most
likely completing their first orbits about their hosts. The
MW’s halo mass is likely ∼ 1.5× 1012 M. M31’s halo mass
is likely ≥ 1.5× 1012 M. Paper II will focus on estimating
the most typical halo masses for the MW and M31 based on
the LMC and M33’s present-day orbital angular momentum.
We will apply Bayesian inference methods to analogs in the
Illustris-Dark simulation to compute the posterior distribu-
tion of halo mass from satellite properties via importance
sampling and kernel density estimation.
The orbital eccentricities of LMC and M33 cosmological
analogs were extracted directly from the merger trees and
also computed using the instantaneous position and veloc-
ity of the satellite, treating the satellite as a point mass. We
find markedly different results in the correlation between ec-
centricity and infall time. In particular, the weak correlation
between infall time and eccentricity computed from orbital
trajectories implies that eccentricity should not be used to
characterize satellites by early and late infall times.
Our orbital analysis further reveals that M33 is unlikely
to have reached closer than 100 kpc to M31, regardless of
its orbital history. This is at odds with conventional mod-
els, where M33 is expected to have approached within 50-
100 kpc of M31 in order to reproduce its observed warped
morphology (P09, M09). We find that orbits recovering this
scenario are ∼2.5σ outliers from the mean vY and vZ compo-
nents of M33’s velocity vector relative to M31 (representing
only 0.14 per cent of orbits recovered by sampling the full
error space 10,000 times in a Monte Carlo fashion). Upon
testing these conclusions when M31 is modeled with a to-
tal mass near its predicted upper limit of 3 × 1012 M, we
still find that the orbits suggested by M09 and P09 are rare
within the proper motion error space explored in this paper.
Furthermore, high mass host haloes (>2.5 × 1012 M) are
cosmologically rare in this orbital configuration.
Cosmologically, recently accreted massive satellite are
about equally likely to have made recent (< 3 Gyr), close (<
100 kpc) encounters as recent wide encounters (> 100 kpc).
There is no cosmological preference for either case. 32.42 per
cent of such recently accreted massive satellite analogs have
encounters < 55 kpc–i.e. the LMC’s orbit, which brings it
within 50 kpc of the MW, is not cosmologically rare. From
the combined numerical integration and cosmological anal-
ysis of M33’s orbit, we propose that other sources of its
warped disc should be investigated (i.e. other M31 satellites,
ram pressure stripping, etc.).
While the proper motions generally do not support a
recent, close interaction between M33 and M31, the few nu-
merically integrated orbits that do support this scenario are
not consistent with the M31 tangential velocity components
measured directly with HST (S12) or inferred by satellite
kinematics (S16). More precise M31 proper motion mea-
surements are necessary to disentangle M33’s true orbital
history.
The orbital histories of the four most massive members
of the Local Group are computed simultaneously to demon-
strate that the LMC’s trajectory has not been significantly
perturbed by M31, nor M33 by the MW during the last 6
Gyr. Allowing the MW and M31 to move freely in these inte-
grations also demonstrates that the LMC and M33 change
the velocity of their hosts by tens and sometimes up to a
hundred kilometers per second in just the last 2 Gyr, which
may have important implications for the inferred orbital his-
tories of their other satellites (e.g. G15), such as those used
in S16 to infer properties of M31.
We conclude that the third and fourth most massive
members of the Local Group, M33 and the LMC, respec-
tively, are recent interlopers in the environment of their
hosts. Such recent infall scenarios suggest they should both
still contain a majority of their cosmological infall masses
(∼10 per cent of their host’s mass) today. Therefore, we
must account for their dynamical influence on all other MW
and M31 satellites.
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APPENDIX A: FORWARD ORBIT
INTEGRATIONS
For the massive satellite analogs which do not contain a peri-
centre and/or apocentre between their crossing time and
z = 0 in the Illustris-Dark merger tree data, we integrate
their orbits forward in time for 6 Gyr. The host haloes are
modeled as NFW dark matter haloes (Equation 1) and the
satellites are modeled by Plummer spheres (Equation 4). We
aim to match the orbits from the Illustris-Dark simulation,
which contains only dark matter, so we do not model the
baryons in the host galaxies unlike the analytic construc-
tions in Section 3. Consequently, the NFW host haloes are
not adiabatically contracted. We do, however, implement
dynamical friction (Equation 5) and allow the host haloes
to move as a result of the gravitational force exerted by the
satellites.
The satellite gravitational softening lengths, ksat, for
the massive satellite analogs are computed by fitting the
following equation:
M(rhalf) =
Mtotr
3
half
(r2half + k
2
sat)
3/2
. (A1)
Mtot is the subhalo mass at z = 0, M(rhalf) is half of the
subhalo mass, and rhalf is the radius at which half of the
subhalo mass is enclosed. rhalf is provided in the Illustris-
Dark halo catalogs. With these quantities, ksat is calculated
to match the mass enclosed within rhalf , given Mtot.
All forward orbits are calculated for 6 Gyr, except in
Section 7.1 where we integrate forward for 3 Gyr to recover
only recently accreted satellites. The future orbital trajec-
tories are then analysed to find a true pericentre/and or
apocentre as described in Section 6.3.2. In the event that a
pericentre exists in the merger tree data, it is used in com-
bination with the next apocentre from the forward orbit.
Therefore, the merger trees and forward orbits are used in
unison and act as a complete past and future orbital history.
For 19 (4 per cent) of the massive satellite analogs, the
forward orbit integration fails to find a pericentre and apoc-
entre. We suspect these are fly by satellites that only remain
in the vicinity of their host halo’s Rvir for a short period
of time. Upon inspecting these 19 analogs further, we find
that all satellites which are energetically unbound in Figs 9
and 10 are members of this population, providing a nice
consistency check within our data sample.
While analytic orbits are often questioned as suitable
matches to the true orbits in a cosmological volume, we show
here that our backwards orbit integration methods result in
acceptable solutions, especially for recent, first infall scenar-
ios. Fig. A shows the merger tree data (solid lines) and cor-
responding numerical orbits (dashed lines) for ten randomly
chosen massive satellite analogs in our Illustris sample. The
top panel separates the six massive satellite analogs whose
orbits exhibit a recent, first infall scenario. For these satel-
lites, the orbital trajectories are recovered very well by the
numerical integrations.
The bottom panel of Fig. A indicates the remaining
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four orbits which are either accreted early and make mul-
tiple pericentric passages (purple and gray) or are on first
infall with no recent pericentre (light blue and green). The
latter are the analogs whose forward orbit integrations are
important to our analysis, and they show good agreement
between the merger tree data and backwards orbit integra-
tion. Therefore, integrating their orbits forward in time us-
ing their z = 0 properties to recover their first pericentre is
justified.
The numerical integrations are least effective at repro-
ducing the orbits of massive satellite analogs that were ac-
creted early and make several pericentric passages in the last
6 Gyr (Lux et al. 2010), but these are scarce in our massive
satellite analogs population. Furthermore, we can recover or-
bital histories for them in the merger tree data, so there is
no need to integrate their orbits forward in time. There is
little concern with regards to cosmology in the future orbits
since large scale structure is changing minimally at z = 0
and therefore in the future. Furthermore, the sample is cho-
sen such that there is only one massive host in the vicinity
of each satellite analog. These numerical orbit integrations
also confirm that the new implementation of dynamical fric-
tion used in this work (which allows for varying softening
lengths based on mass) is efficient at predicting the orbital
decay of massive satellites accurately. Finally, we relax our
assumption that host haloes are truncated at their Rvir and
allow dynamical friction to continue to larger radii. By do-
ing so, we find that there is little to no difference in our
ability to match analytic orbits of massive satellites to their
cosmological counterparts within ∼500 kpc of their hosts.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
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Figure A1. Orbital histories for ten randomly chosen massive
satellite analogs. The solid lines indicate the true distance of each
analog relative to its host as a function of time from the Illustris-
Dark merger tree data. The dashed lines indicate the correspond-
ing numerical orbit integration using the z = 0 properties of each
host-satellite system. The hosts are modeled as NFW dark matter
haloes and the satellites are approximated by Plummer spheres.
The top panel shows the subset of orbits on first infall which
reach a pericentric distance .100 kpc from their hosts in the last
3 Gyr, while the bottom panel shows the remaining orbits. There
is good agreement for the first infall scenarios with a close peri-
centric passage (top) and first infall with no pericentric passage
(bottom–light blue and green), which are the orbits relevant to
our analysis. Therefore, numerical orbit integrations are a rea-
sonable approximation to the future orbits of massive satellite
analogs from Illustris-Dark.
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